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Abstract
Objects represent basic blocks of the world in which robots and humans exist. Object
perception is therefore a key capability of intelligent robotic systems. In this thesis
we propose a paradigm that realizes the concept of active exploration for learning of
visual representations for object recognition. We adopt the definition, where an object
is defined as a physical entity, which can be manipulated and who’s properties move
according to the motion imposed on the object.
The capability of monitoring and exploring the environment in a wide field of view,
while retaining high acuity in the foveal view, is achieved by utilizing a system that
uses two actuated cameras per eye. To make 3D reconstruction possible, it is necessary
to model the motor system of the cameras and estimate the camera alignment with the
robot’s kinematic chain. We propose a calibration method to estimate the location
of the cameras on the robot. The robot can then generate sparse point clouds from
triangulated features by using constraints of epipolar geometry.
We developed a floor detection and learning method that extracts the floor appear-
ance model and masks it in the subsequent images. This prevents point clouds where
most features appear on high contrast floor and few features are found on the objects.
We propose to generate a map of the observed scene by joining consecutive point
clouds into a discrete, equally spaced, 3D grid of voxels. Noise accumulation in the
reconstructed map is tackled by using a proposed point cloud filtering method. In order
to align point clouds in a common coordinate system, we presented a method that fuses
3D sensor information with inertial data to facilitate point cloud alignment and robot
positioning.
The robot detects novel object candidates by processing the estimated point cloud
in peripheral views. Object hypotheses are generated by searching for surface regular-
ity and feature proximity in the form of geometric structures such as planes, spheres
and cylinders. The robot needs additional information to verify or discard the hypothe-
ses about object existence. The information comes from motion induced by a human
teacher or by the robot itself while interacting with the object using its manipulation
capability, e. g. by applying pushing actions. By assuming that the object is rigid,
the robot looks if the pushed candidate moved as a rigid body. This way the robot
can confirm (or reject) the object hypothesis and determine features that belong to the
object.
The selected object candidate found in the peripheral view is also inspected in
detail in the foveal view. We designed a controller that directs the cameras towards the
hypothesis’ centroid, ensuring that the object candidate is in the center of the foveal
view. Feature proximity is used to generate the object candidate in foveal views. Since
the foveal view covers a small area, the rigid body motion constraint can be relaxed and
all matched features that exhibit motion can be considered confirmed object features.
After the robot learns some information about the object, it also becomes feasible
to grasp it. We devised a method to systematically observe the object from different
views by using successive grasp-rotate-release action cycles to build the object repre-
sentations. Tactile information is used to detect the contact with the object and control
the fingers during the grasp. If the grasping action has succeeded, the robot starts ro-
tating the grasped object to observe it from different viewpoints and accumulate more
information about the object.
Our final goal is to generate an object representation suitable for object recognition.
The robot applies a number of manipulation actions to the selected object candidate to
accumulate a sufficient amount of data. The aim of these manipulation actions is to
move the object so that it becomes visible from all viewpoints. We propose to build
an object representations consisting of individual object snapshot, separately for the
peripheral and foveal images. SIFT descriptors are used to describe confirmed object
points and we apply the bag-of-features model to create object representations out of
the confirmed features. Support vector machines are then used to train a classifier for
object recognition.
Evaluation of the proposed scientific contributions was performed using two dif-
ferent robotic platforms, a dual-arm humanoid platform called Kukanoid and a drone.
Keywords: active perception, interactive learning, foveated vision, active vision, aut-
nomous object learning, object recognition.
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Introduction
Effective operation in natural environments, where not everything can be anticipated
in advance, has long been sought by the robotics community. The goal is for robots to
leave their fenced workcells and start doing more than a single repetitive task. Most
of today’s robots still work in heavily controlled, industrial settings, where the key is
to limit external influences on the process. Setting up such an environment is time
consuming and expensive, but the robots can perform such predefined tasks very effi-
ciently and successfully. The robot operation is often limited to a specific task and any
adaptation of the process is complicated and costly.
It is impossible to predict every imaginable event or disturbance in a natural, un-
controlled environment. It is also unfeasible to hard code a vast number of tasks, while
examining and taking into account all possible influences on the robot. One of the
necessary requirements in order to function and survive in natural environments is thus
the ability of a robotic system to autonomously adapt.
Adaptation has been considered as one of the primary characteristics of intelligence
in living beings [1]. The world is not a stable place, which is why adaptation is cru-
cial for survival. Human behaviors are the result of years of adaptation, evolution in a
constantly changing environment. Adaptation is achieved by learning and recalling of
knowledge. For example, if an animal is able to show better adaptation, i. e. learning,
in a systematically varied test, it can be considered more intelligent [2]. Intelligence is
defined by other attributes as well, such as reasoning and problem solving [3], which
are also facilitated by learning. The robotics community is striving to achieve high per-
formance in all these attributes in an artificial robotic system. Learning is key in order
to achieve truly intelligent behavior and inspiration can be sought in all living beings.
1
2 Introduction
Babies, for example, use their senses of sight, touch, hearing, taste and smell in order
to perceive the world around them. They use this information in order to develop their
cognitive abilities. They are not just passive observers of the world, but active agents,
who affect it with their actions. The power to act results in changes in the environ-
ment, which they use to bootstrap their learning process and acquire knowledge faster,
including the way objects are perceived. Nevertheless, Piaget’s theory of cognitive de-
velopment suggests children need up to two years to fully develop advanced concepts
such as object permanence [4].
Object perception is one of the most important aspects of understanding the envi-
ronment. Objects represent basic blocks of the world in which the robots and humans
exist. Object perception therefore plays a central role in cognitive science, particularly
in vision, reasoning and conceptual development [5]. Studies have shown that object
perception and recognition constantly improve with age [6]. 15 week old infants can
already recognize three-dimensional (3D) shapes [7], but it takes more than a decade,
in adolescence, for people to be able to recognize objects by generalizing their object
knowledge to different view points [8]. Most human actions affect one or more ob-
jects, manipulate objects to achieve the desired outcome, or involve objects in some
other way. One of the main tasks for intelligent robots will be to replace humans at dif-
ficult works. This means they will mostly handle objects that we encounter on a daily
basis. Object perception is therefore a key capability of intelligent robotic systems.
In recent years methods using deep neural networks have shown very good perfor-
mance in object recognition [9]. Such performance is made possible by huge datasets
of labeled object examples and quickly increasing computational power. However,
in constantly changing environments, robots are bound to encounter new, unknown
objects. An intelligent robot must be able to handle a previously unseen object by
employing a learning procedure. Learning should include interaction with the object,
during which the robot observes the environment, particularly the results of its actions
on the object. By processing this information, the robot can extract the object’s char-
acteristics. The robot must be able to do this even when no prior knowledge about the
environment or the object is available. As the robot gathers more and more knowledge,
it should be able to make use of it when encountering a novel or a previously learned
object. The agent must also be able to recall the learned information by successfully
recognizing previously seen objects. In case of ambiguities, it should plan actions that
help resolving these ambiguities, in order to understand the scene better.
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In general, the learning process can be carried out completely autonomously. How-
ever, it is very beneficial to have a teacher included to guide and supervise the process.
In the early stages of human development, the teacher (parent) plays a vital role by
introducing stimuli in the child’s environment. The teacher accelerates the learning
process by using his own understanding of objects and revealing them to the child in a
meaningful way. This can be achieved by demonstrating certain characteristics of ob-
jects, or by demonstrating actions that achieve a certain effect. It can also be achieved
by physically guiding the child in its manipulation actions, or simply by introducing
changes in the environment that the child can observe. All these principles can also
be applied to the teaching of intelligent robots. Another crucial role the teacher has is
to introduce labels (lexical units) for objects that a robot or child learns. More gener-
ally, semantic concepts that connect different object’s properties are developed in the
memory. These properties are very complex and hard to formally define. They include
the object’s visual appearance, affordances1, lexical units and other. When object la-
bels represent a common denominator,i. e. a vocabulary, it makes it possible for active
agents to interact with one another. Robots need to understand and speak our language
in order to operate more effectively in our environments.
1.1 Motivation
Our motivation is to create an intelligent robot, capable of autonomously learning new
object representations without any previous knowledge. The inspiration comes from
the cognitive development of babies, who discover the unknown world around them by
observing and interacting with the environment. The robot’s behavior would resem-
ble a baby learning during interaction with new objects. The robot can use different
sensing modalities, e. g. vision and touch, for perceiving the environment, control-
ling its motion and forming object representations. The robot autonomously plans its
actions on the objects in the environment using its manipulation capabilities and ob-
serves their effect. Manipulation could result in toppling, spilling or even damaging
fragile objects. Such effects are part of learning. Just like a baby, the robot must first
learn basic knowledge about objects, before such affordances can be predicted. The
robot extracts information based on the outcome of these actions and gradually builds
its knowledge base. The gathered information helps it to plan the following actions,
1Object’s properties that relate to possible actions users can take with it [10].
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which are expected to provide new information to expand its knowledge base even
further.
Naturally we must not forget the important role of a teacher, who guides and super-
vises the learning process. The teacher can significantly accelerate the rate of learning
and provides crucial insight into concepts he or she is already familiar with. The
teacher must also specify proper labels to annotate object representations, thereby fa-
cilitating interaction with other active agents in the environment. A vital difference
between the learning process in humans and robots is that the robots have the capabil-
ity to transfer its knowledge to other robots much more efficiently. This can signifi-
cantly increase their learning rate and completely change the learning curve compared
to humans. Nevertheless methods of knowledge transfer are beyond the scope of this
thesis.
The approaches proposed in this thesis enable the robot to utilize the acquired ob-
ject representations for object recognition. Such capability forms the foundation for
the robot’s understanding of the world around it and enables it to perform other, more
complex tasks involving the objects and the environment. In this thesis we propose a
paradigm that realizes the concept of active exploration for learning of visual represen-
tations for object recognition. In summary, the robot integrates visual processing with
its manipulation capabilities to detect and segment novel objects. It autonomously
plans movements that resolve ambiguities about the object’s extent and amend the
object’s representation accordingly. The acquired object representations can be used
for recognition in order to understand the elements of the robot’s environment. Such
a system offers significant improvements over current vision systems that either use
only use passive cameras or have active cameras but no manipulation capabilities.
1.2 Object Perception
Object perception is a process in which sensory-motor input is assigned a meaningful
interpretation in terms of the object’s properties. In this section we describe the state-
of-art of different research topics that fall under the scope of object perception and are
relevant for the contribution of this thesis.
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1.2.1 Object Recognition
One of the most prominent topics is object recognition. The expression is often used
as a synonym for object perception and the research community has predominantly
focused on visual input as the main stimulus. Recognition systems tailored for specific
tasks have long been successfully implemented in solutions ranging from the food
industry [11] (classification of fruit), electronics and machinery industry [12] (auto-
mated assembly and industrial inspection), pharmaceutical industry [13] (classification
of tablets and capsules), medical community [14] (segmentation of anatomical struc-
tures) to tasks involving character recognition [15] and biometric identification [16].
However, robust solutions to more general problems of recognizing classes in uncon-
trolled environments are a challenging task [17].
Object recognition is comprised of several subtasks. There are several terms en-
countered in the literature, often ill defined and ambiguous, e. g. recognition, clas-
sification, categorization, identification, localization, detection and other. Within the
context of this thesis, we define the subtasks of recognition in the following way, sim-
ilar to [18] and entirely independent of the stimuli representing input data:
1. Detection: is a particular item present in the stimuli?
2. Localization: detection plus accurate location of item in the form of a bounding
shape.
3. Classification: labeling input with the most probable class, with only one label
being correct.
4. Segmentation: dividing input space into subsets
5. Recognition: classification of all the items in the stimuli.
Object detection is achieved by classifying raw or processed stimuli. Localization
augments the detection problem by providing location information of the image struc-
ture originating from object. Similarly, localization in 3D space provides information
of the space structure. The bounding shapes related to object’s location can overlap
with each other, which is the main difference between localization and segmentation.
The goal of object segmentation is to divide the input space into non-intersecting sub-
sets by using classification. With visual stimulus, this usually means segmenting 2D
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images into subgroups of pixels, but this can be extended to 3D space, where a discrete
volumetric representation of space is segmented into subgroups. Finally, object recog-
nition represents the broader task of detecting, localizing and classifying all the items
in the stimuli.
An object recognition method falls under the category of classical object recogni-
tion approach when the data acquisition process is passive. For visual recognition, this
means that the focus is solely on image processing and there is no decision making
involved regarding the acquisition process. In contrast, approaches that show a degree
of decision making in the data acquisition process, are referred to as active approaches
(Section 1.2.2).
There are several public databases available for learning and testing object percep-
tion systems. Historically, public databases contributed significantly to research de-
velopment in their respective fields. It is very resource intensive to acquire large data
sets, which smaller research facilities cannot accommodate. Public databases make
it possible for research organizations to focus more on methods for solving specific
challenges. It also makes it possible to compare results of different approaches more
objectively. Consequently, the field as a whole advances faster, even though some
methods exhibit overfitting when transferred to the real world. A more representative
database of real world data would in turn negate this effect, which is why databases are
constantly supplemented by the community.
ImageNet [19] is a classic database used for many image processing tasks. It of-
fers thousands of annotated object classes for learning and testing object detection and
localization methods. The database is comprised of still two dimensional images with
annotations according to the WordNet hierarchy [20]. Each annotation in WordNet is
called a synset, which represents several synonyms, multiple words or phrases describ-
ing the same concept or lexical unit. Other widely used databases include COCO [21],
PASCAL [22] and SUN [23]. These databases are mainly applicable to classical object
recognition approaches, since it is not possible to apply a decision making process for
image acquisition in databases with completely random unrelated images. Also these
databases do not include any 3D information, which is paramount for object recogni-
tion in humans [24].
Every now and then a need for a new type of database arises, usually as a result of
an advancement in sensing technology. The introduction of affordable depth sensors
such as Microsoft Kinect achieved just that. Depth sensors are capable of acquiring
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dense depth information, which was relatively expensive to acquire up to that point.
This introduced a whole new dimension into the available data, which has resulted
in a plethora of new object perception methods. Several databases with depth infor-
mation have been created recently. ShapeNet [25] is a large-scale 3D model dataset,
where the raw 3D model data come from public online repositories. It builds upon
existing datasets acquired by research organizations, e. g. ModelNet [26] and Pas-
cal3D+ [27]. It includes richly-annotated shapes represented by 3D CAD models of
objects. It contains 3D models from a multitude of semantic categories and organizes
them under the WordNet taxonomy. It provides many semantic annotations for each
3D model such as consistent rigid alignments, parts and bilateral symmetry planes,
physical sizes, keywords ant other. Such databases make it possible to include shape
information for objects recognition. Objects are described much more systematically
in ShapeNet compared to ImageNet, which makes the set more applicable for active
perception methods.
The described datasets are mainly used for data driven object perception methods,
where the data are gathered and labeled in advance. Such approaches have shown in-
creasingly good performance on two dimensional images [9], images complemented
with depth information [28] or pure depth information [29]. However, our motivation
is that the robot is able to learn a new object that it has never seen before. We assume
that the robot has no previous knowledge about this new object, or that no knowledge
is available in the databases. Consequently, the robot must extract knowledge about the
object from interaction with the object in the environment. It is unfeasible to apply a
preacquired real world database to a process that evolves in an iterative closed loop. A
solution is to perform real world experiments, which is time consuming, or to perform
experiments in a simulated environment, assuming that it models the real world well
enough. The YCB object and model set [30] is an attempt at providing researchers the
complete toolset for executing the experiments regarding manipulation and grasping
in a simulated and real environment. This dataset provides the physical objects, tex-
tured mesh models, and high quality images together with their physical properties to
enable a common ground for evaluation. The object models are integrated into Gazebo
simulation environment, which has a limited rendering ability and is unable to generate
photo-realistic images. This problem has only recently been addressed by the NVIDIA
team, who created a plugin for Unreal Engine 4 [31]. The plugin allows researchers
to export high-quality synthetic images with metadata about segmentation, depth, ob-
ject pose, bounding box, keypoints, and custom stencils using a simulated physics and
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rendering engine. The environment allows a realistic simulation of lighting, object
and camera poses and enables the simulation of arbitrary situations. An example syn-
thetic database is the Falling Things dataset [32], where objects are placed at random
positions and orientations within Cartesian space and allowed to fall under the force
of gravity, as well as to collide with one another and with surfaces in the scene. The
events were sampled with virtual RGBD cameras at a rate of 10 Hz. These datasets
and tools are rather new in the community, so most of the work, including ours, still
relies on a selected set of objects and/or tasks that is believed to be representative for
the desired functionality.
1.2.2 Active Perception
Active perception is characterized by some form of intelligent decision making in the
data acquisition process while perceiving the environment. In the late 19th century,
Brentano [33] introduced a theory known as act psychology, which represents the first
discussion on the possibility that a subject’s action plays a role in perception. More
than a century later, a discussion on the relevance of object representations and active
perception in the field of computer vision was presented in [34]. The authors proposed
that decision making in the data acquisition process could involve more than just view-
point changes. Instead it could include a number of active degrees of freedom (DOF)
that actually affect the observed environment. The idea of robotic manipulation aiding
vision dates back to 1988 as the concept of "intelligent control strategies applied to
the data acquisition process" was proposed by Bajcsy [35]. The idea was followed by
a realization of a robotic system that used pushing to support segmentation of flat ob-
jects [36]. Around that time, a similar term, active vision, was proposed by Aloimonos
et al. [37]. They showed that many problems are too difficult for a passive observer,
but become simpler when the observer is active. Segmenting unknown objects has
proved very difficult when using passive approaches [38]. However, changes in the
scene can add important information and make the task of object segmentation more
feasible. The changes might occur due to object motion, which can be generated by an
active agent. An autonomous robot, for example, is able to use its own manipulation
capabilities to induce object motion. Another option is to involve a human assistant,
a teacher, who induces a change in the scene by for example moving an object. The
action is observed and then processed by the robot.
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Currently, there are several methods that exploit the agent’s interaction with the en-
vironment to create perceptual signals for vision processing. Kraft et al. [39] proposed
a system where a robot attempts to grasp an object and then systematically inspects it
by moving it in front of a stereo camera. Structural relations between visual features
are used to create grasping hypotheses and haptic feedback is used to evaluate grasping
success. An object is characterized by the fact that visual features move according to
the known robot’s motion and a full 3D model of the object is extracted. Stergaršek
and Ude suggested a method for confirming object existence using robot manipula-
tion [40]. The robot creates a point cloud using stereo vision and looks for planes in
the point cloud. The assumption is that planes represent object existence hypotheses.
The robot tests a hypothesis by pushing the hypothetical object, confirming its exis-
tence if the visual features exhibit rigid body motion. Li and Kleeman [41] developed
a method for acquiring visual representations of unknown objects by robotic nudging
of object hypotheses, where hypotheses were formed based on symmetry axes. Their
approach is based on an assumption that objects exhibit approximate bilateral symme-
try. Thus to form hypotheses, the robot looks for symmetry axes in stereo images. The
best upright axes are chosen as object hypotheses by triangulating the axes from the
left and right camera image. The robot tests a hypothesis by a generic robotic nudge
and tracks the detected axis. If motion is detected, the object is segmented by look-
ing for differences in the image before and after the nudge with respect to the object
axis. This method requires the camera to remain static. Motion of other objects in the
scene can cause failures. The limitation of the system is its dependence on axis detec-
tion, which is difficult especially in textured images. Browatzki et al. [42] suggested
a perception-driven object recognition process that allows the iCub robot to recognize
highly similar objects by actively resolving ambiguities. The robot chooses optimal
viewpoints to identify objects faster and more reliably. Fanello et al. [43] proposed
training the iCub using a motion detector that removes the dependency on known kine-
matics and stereo vision. A teacher moves the object in front of the robot, the robot
tracks it and learns its representation for recognition. Katz et al. [44, 45, 46] proposed
a method where the robot manipulates an unknown articulated object and discovers its
kinematic model. The robot observes the scene with an RGBD sensor and tracks the
visual features in 3D space. Rigid object parts are segmented by determining visual
features that remain at a constant distance. The robot then checks if degrees of freedom
exist between rigid parts by analyzing the visual feature trajectories using RANSAC.
The motion of the rigid object parts determines its kinematic model. Prankl et al. [47]
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presented a monocular method for extracting objects, where the robot is supposed to
move around the structure to detect and reconstruct planar patches using homography.
It then pushes a surface patch and creates object models in terms of planar patches
depending on patch motion, color and interest point adjacency. Occluded patches seen
in previous views are assigned to objects based on a pseudo-likelihood computed from
similarity in appearance and adjacency.
When an object is singulated from a group, it is effectively segmented, which
makes it possible to learn its representation. Chang et al. [48] proposed a method
where a depth sensor is used to create clusters of 3D points, which represent object
hypotheses. By executing an exploratory movement, the robot either accumulates evi-
dence that a hypothesis is in fact a singulated object, or causes a topological change that
shows otherwise. Evidence is accumulated by matching visual features of the hypothe-
sis before and after a push, finding possible rigid transformations using RANSAC [49],
which is similar to the system developed in [50, 51]. Each transformation is then eval-
uated against the dense point clouds representing the hypothesis before and after the
push, with the matching score showing the object singulation confidence. The robot
continues pushing a hypothesis until the confidence is sufficiently high, then it grasps
the object and removes it from the pile. A similar approach by Katz et al. [52] relies on
depth discontinuities and normal discontinuities to create object surface hypotheses.
By comparing the proprieties of all hypotheses before and after the push, a singulation
confidence score is evaluated and the robot attempts to grasp singulated objects. Her-
mans et al. [53] attempt to build singulation confidence faster by forming hypotheses
for splitting locations in object clusters based on edge locations and orientations.
Saxena et al. [54] address the problem of grasping novel objects that a robot is
perceiving for the first time using vision. A synthetic labeled training set is used to
train the robot to identify grasping points directly as a function of images. Faria et
al. [55, 56] presented a method, where the contact points with the object and the hand-
finger configuration are used for object learning and recognition. They show experi-
ments using tactile sensors mounted on a human hand, but the method is applicable
to artificial manipulators as well. A human demonstrator performed different grasps
of several objects, where a hand-finger configuration was associated with the shape
of the object. For recognition, the hand configuration provided hints about the object
shape, where the most probable object shape is estimated using the three-dimensional
model from contact points on the object. These authors do not solve the planning prob-
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lem of grasping objects. Pezzementi et al. [57] proposed an approach that combines
object recognition from tactile appearance with purposeful haptic exploration of un-
known objects to extract appearance information. The recognition component applies
computer vision techniques by viewing tactile-sensor readings as images. Recognition
is done using a bag-of-features framework that uses several tactile-image descriptors
to estimate a probability distribution over object identity as an unknown object is ex-
plored. Similarly, Schneider et al. [58] presented a method that views tactile data as im-
ages and applies a bag-of-features approach. They also proposed a decision-theoretic
framework for grasp action planning that minimizes the entropy of the probabilistic be-
lief about object label. Luo et al. [59] proposed a tactile descriptor to extract features
in view of gradients in the tactile image to represent objects. The extracted features
are invariant to object translation and rotation and show SIFT-like properties. Zhang
et al. [60] also proposed a new kind descriptor for tactile classification based on rela-
tive lengths and angles among contact points on the object surface using a three finger
gripper. Their method is particularly suited for sparse contact information, typical for
inexpensive tactile sensors. They showed good classification performance in simu-
lation as the robot systematically samples an objects from all sides using at least 10
grasping actions. Simulation data did not transfer well to real world and gathering
large training sets in a physical environment proved very time consuming. Kaboli
et al. [61] suggested an online tactile transfer learning strategy for discriminating ob-
jects through the surface texture properties using a robotic hand and an artificial robotic
skin. The proposed method has the ability to autonomously select and exploit the pre-
viously learned multiple texture models while discriminating new textures with as little
as one training sample. The experimental results showed that employing the proposed
method and 10 prior texture models, the robotic hand could discriminate 12 objects via
their surface textures with 97% and 100% recognition accuracy with only one and ten
training samples respectively. Authors in [62] presented a framework for cross-modal
visuo-tactile object recognition. The term cross-modal visuo-tactile refers to the fact
that the object recognition algorithm is trained only with visual data and is able to rec-
ognize objects leveraging only tactile perception. They achieved that by using a unified
representation of visual and tactile data, which is suitable for cross-modal perception.
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1.3 Foveated Vision
As we strive to achieve a human level of visual perception, it is also beneficial to ana-
lyze the anatomy of the structure that facilitates it. The first level of visual processing
starts with the eye [63]. The inner surface of the eye, the retina, contains light sensing
photoreceptors and cells converting visual information to neural signals. The distribu-
tion of photoreceptors differs across the retina, with the highest density located at the
center of the retina called fovea. This region contains photoreceptors capable of sens-
ing different wavelengths of light, producing color information and the highest visual
acuity. The density of photoreceptors slowly decreases towards the peripheral part of
the retina. This arrangement is called foveated vision. It allows the observation of a
wide field of view in the peripheral area and more detailed inspection in the fovea. The
information from the fovea consumes approximately half of the bandwidth of optic
nerve fibers while comprising just 1% of the retinal surface.
With foveated vision we can replicate the human capability of monitoring and ex-
ploring the surroundings in a wide field of view while retaining the high acuity in the
foveal view. A simple imitation of this biological system can be accomplished using
two cameras per eye with different focal lengths [64, 65, 66, 67]. This setup enables
obtaining high resolution vision of areas of interest, while still perceiving events in
the wide angle peripheral view and applying the computational resources accordingly.
Other solutions include using a space-variant image sensor with a retina-like distri-
bution of pixels [68], a space-variant resolution lens achieving the same result with a
normal image sensor [69], a high definition camera by downgrading the resolution in
the peripheral area before processing it [70, 71], or even transforming the high resolu-
tion images into log-polar images in software [72, 73].
While being conceptually appealing, the space-variant lenses and sensors are dif-
ficult to produce, expensive and prevent us from using well tested, off-the-shelf, high
quality cameras and lenses. Downgrading resolution of a high definition camera re-
quires post processing and isn’t using the bandwidth optimally as information is being
thrown away. A two camera setup of the same resolution seems most functional, as it
is cost effective and approximately replicates the bandwidth ratio between the foveal
and the peripheral view of the optic nerve fibers. All foveal solutions require gaze
control in order to bring an area of interest detected in the peripheral view into the
field of view of the foveal cameras [74, 75, 76, 77]. There are several visual tasks that
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can benefit from foveated vision. One of the most prominent among them is object
recognition. It requires the robot to detect objects in the peripheral view, to control
and point the foveal cameras toward an object, and to keep the object in the fovea by
smoothly pursuing it.
1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
Considering our motivation and the related work in this field, the main contributions
beyond state of the art in this thesis are:
• A method of verifying hypotheses about object existence and autonomous
learning of object representations from multiple viewpoints by object pushing.
Changes in the scene are analyzed for coherent feature motion, which is a very
strong indicator of object existence.
• The integration of foveal vision and robot manipulation for learning object rep-
resentations and recognition. The humanoid robot’s arm and head movements
have been synchronized with the processing of visual information in the context
of object learning and recognition.
• An object segmentation method that exploits contacts that arise during object
manipulation to estimate the object’s shape. The detected contacts are also used




2.1 What Constitutes an Object
The definition of the term object is very important, as we try to create cognitive systems
that see and understand the world around us. The Oxford English dictionary defines
it as a material thing that can be seen and touched. This broad definition makes it
difficult to formally define the meaning of object in a scientifically justified manner.
However, objects often conform to physical properties such as connectedness [78],
closure [79] or convexity [80]. But there are many counterexamples for each of these
properties.
Feldman suggested that visual objects cannot be defined according to simple phys-
ical properties, but can instead be understood in terms of the hierarchical organization
of visual scene interpretations [5]. Within the tree describing such a hierarchical de-
scription, certain nodes make natural candidates as the ’joints’ between objects, rep-
resenting division points between parts of the image that cohere internally but do not
perceptually group with one another. Thus each subtree hanging from such a node
corresponds to a single perceived ’object’. This formal definition accords with several
intuitions about the way objects behave. Feldman also pointed out the role of object
manipulability in object perception. It is much easier to define the concept of object
taking into account object manipulability than by only using visual characteristics. Ob-
viously, vision is not the only way to perceive the world. Touch is another vital sense
that can be used to build representations of the world. Manipulation and touch are in-
tricately correlated. Together with visual attributes, tactile properties form a major part
of object representation. This brings us to another definition of the object by Gibson
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regarding its manipulability [10]. An object is defined as a physical entity, which can
be manipulated and who’s properties move according to the motion imposed on the
object. This definition covers many physical objects and in this thesis, we show how to
exploit this definition in order to learn object models that can be used for object recog-
nition. The definition is relative and it depends on the agent inducing the manipulation
on the object. In the case of humanoid robots, this definition implies that objects are
items that humanoid robots are able to handle, move and manipulate.
2.2 Experimental Platforms
For our experiments we used different robotic platforms, a dual-arm humanoid plat-
form called Kukanoid and a drone, in order to demonstrate different aspects of our
methods. The two robots use different hardware for sensing depth information.
Kukanoid is a fixed base humanoid torso that uses a foveated camera setup. It has
arms with redundant DOFs and dexterous hands with tactile sensing. We also applied
our proposed methods to a drone, which comes with a particular set of challenges. The
drone used in the experiments had no manipulation capability and used a fixed stereo
camera system for perception. The two robotic platforms are explained in more detail
in the following sections.
2.2.1 Kukanoid Torso
The Kukanoid torso consists out of six robot components that allow the robot to sense
and act upon the environment (Figure 2.1). We designed our own communication
protocols for communication with individual robotic components using UDP protocol.
A custom made torso with one rotational degree of freedom (DOF) was constructed
to provide the robot’s base. The torso allows the robot to increase its workspace, by
rotating around a vertical axis. The robot can also use this DOF in arbitrary tasks for
redundancy.
Two KUKA LWR robots [81] with 7 DOF are mounted on the torso and used as
arms, each with a dexterous 4 DOF Barrett Hand gripper [82] (BH8-262 and BH8-282
respectively). The KUKA robot arms have one redundant DOF each, but the main
benefit of these robots are the torque sensors in all joints. This enables them to detect
and estimate external forces. The Barrett Hands also assess external torques in the
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Figure 2.1: Kukanoid torso (left) consisting of Karlsruhe head, Kuka LWR arms, and
Barrett hands. Karlsruhe head (right) is equipped with two cameras in each eye. One
pair of cameras models human peripheral vision, the other pair foveal vision. In front
of the robot we can see some objects used in the experiments.
fingers by using strain gauges over a pulley system. The newer BH8-282 model also
has tactile sensors on the fingertips and the palm.
A Karlsruhe Humanoid head [64] is mounted on top of the torso and provides
another 7 DOF, two cameras per eye, six microphones and an inertial sensor. The
neck has 4 DOF, while the eyes have 3 DOF - a common tilt and an independent pan
for each eye. All four cameras have a 1/3" CCD Sony color, global shutter sensor
capable of acquiring images of resolution 640 by 480 pixels (px) at 60 frames per
second (fps). Two cameras are designated to capture a wide field of view, imitating
human peripheral view. They have a focal length of 4 mm, which corresponds to a
horizontal field of view of 62◦. The other two cameras are meant to detect a smaller
area and provide greater acuity, the so called foveal view. These cameras have 12 mm
lenses, corresponding to a horizontal field of view of approximately 22◦. Each eye has
one foveal camera and one peripheral camera in order to mimic human vision.
All cameras have fixed focus lenses that were set to a focus distance of around
80 cm. This distance was chosen in view of the robot observing objects on a table in
front of it, as it manipulates them. We should also mention the depth of field (DoF),
resulting from the previously mentioned settings. In the peripheral view, the DoF is
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Figure 2.2: UAV with stereo system as used in our experiments [83].
more than 3 m, meaning these cameras could also be used for vision tasks at a greater
distance without setting changes. However, the narrow angle cameras only have a DoF
of about 60 cm, therefore the foveal view cannot be utilized at other distances. This is
a drawback of the setup with fixed focus cameras.
The cameras communicate over FireWire interface capable of data rates up to
400 Mbit. The FireWire bus synchronizes image acquisition of all cameras on the
same bus, without using additional hardware or software. Each pair of cameras (foveal
and peripheral) is connected to the same bus, assuring synchronized stereo images. If
all cameras are connected to the same bus on the computer, all images are synchro-
nized, however the bandwidth limits the frame rate. A sensible solution is to run the
peripheral images at 30 fps for time critical applications such as tracking in the wide
field of view and the foveal cameras at 15 fps. Running the foveal cameras at a lower
frame rate is usually not a drawback for detailed scene analysis. If necessary each pair
can be connected to a separate bus, permitting all cameras to run at a maximum of 30
fps.
2.2.2 GRVC Aerial Robot - Drone
Aerial robots are unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), possibly with manipulation capa-
bilities. They are one of the main research topics of the GRVC department at the Uni-
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versity of Seville [84], which develops hardware and software for such robots. During
our collaboration with this lab, we worked with one of their systems, consisting of
a hexacopter, a pair of Logitech c920 web cameras mounted at the bottom, an Intel
NUC 1 computer on board for vision processing and a Pixhawk IMU for the inertial
measurements. The system can be seen in Figure 2.2. In the remainder of this thesis,
we will refer to it as the drone, as UAVs are commonly addressed. At the time of
our collaboration, the drone still didn’t have robotic arms, but they were developed
afterwards [85].
The Logitech USB cameras have a 1/3" color, rolling shutter sensor and a focal
length of 3.67 mm corresponding to a horizontal field of view of approximately 66◦,
very similar to the peripheral cameras on Kukanoid (Section 2.2.1). Images can be
acquired at up to 30 fps in typical resolutions up to 1920 × 1080 pixels. With the
included lens, the depth of field at a focus distance of 1 m is more than 3 m. The
baseline of the mounted cameras is approximately 20 cm and they were facing towards
the floor at an angle of 70◦ to the horizon.
By using these affordable USB web cameras, some challenges inherently arise.
Image acquisition cannot be controlled and autofocus cannot be disabled with Linux
drivers. The former means stereo images aren’t necessarily synchronized, while the
latter means the camera can sometimes unnecessarily start hunting for focus.
2.3 Example Scenario
In this section we describe a short application scenario, picturing some of the chal-
lenges that the scientific contributions presented in this thesis attempt to address.
A humanoid robot working at home stumbles upon a new object in the kitchen that
it has never seen. The robot is not confident about what label to assign to this object
just by looking at it from the current viewpoint. It decides to inspect the object in order
to learn more about it. The robot can first examine the object without interaction by
looking at different views of it. That still doesn’t provide enough information about
the object. In order to learn more, the robot must interact with the object. The robot
can touch the object, push it, or even try to grasp it. By manipulating the object, the
robot can inspect new views, re-grasp it and learn its visual properties. At one point
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Next_Unit_of_Computing
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the robot determines that enough information is gathered and stops with the inspection.
The robot has been learning through the entire interaction, during which it manipulated
the object in a way that helped it determine and learn object characteristics. The robot
creates an object model for the new object and is able to recognize this particular object
from now on.
This simple scenario illustrates several complex capabilities that the robot requires
in order to accomplish the described task. Specifically, our thesis addresses the capabil-




In order to give robots the capability of learning object representations, the robot must
retain sensing capabilities. Perception of 3D structure is one of the key capabilities
for our proposed methods. Section 3.1 describes how the robot reconstructs 3D points
using an active stereo camera system. A proposed calibration procedure for active
stereo systems is presented in Section 3.1.1. The calibration procedure is a crucial
step, necessary for active stereo 3D point reconstruction described in 3.1.2. 3D point
reconstruction works by matching features in the left and right images. The robot
relies on visual features present on objects in the scene and Section 3.1.3 describes
how these features are detected and matched. Reconstructed 3D points from a pair of
images are gathered in a structure called point cloud. Point clouds can be generated
by 3D sensors using other types of technology for reconstruction and our proposed
methods for object detection and manipulation work with any of them. However, there
is particular challenge when point clouds are generated by using stereo cameras on
drones. As the drone observes objects on the floor, the floor can produce undesirable
results in point clouds and we propose a method for dealing with that in 3.1.5. Instead
of using a point cloud acquired in a single moment for detecting objects, several point
clouds can be combined together to form a map used for the aforementioned task. The
proposed map generation method in Section 3.2 is designed for static scenes. It shows
a distinct benefit for drones and other mobile robots, which are moving and constantly
acquiring different viewpoints of the scene. We also proposed methods to prevent
noise accumulation in a map 3.2.1 and a cloud alignment procedure that helps with
positioning of drones and mobile robots 3.2.2.
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Once a point cloud has been acquired, the robot can look for novel object can-
didates. In order to learn object representations, the first task is to detect objects in
the scene. Section 3.3 explains how the robot detects object candidates, i. e. object
hypotheses, by searching for hints about object existence in the point cloud. If the
robot has a foveation camera setup, object hypotheses are generated separately in the
peripheral view (Section 3.3.1) and foveal view (Section 3.3.2). In order to acquire an
object in the foveal view, the robot must move the cameras. A control law is devised
in Section 3.3.3.
Additional information is required to verify or discard object hypotheses and this
information comes from motion in the scene. Our basic assumption is that objects
move as rigid bodies and changes in the scene are thus analyzed to detect features
that move as rigid bodies (Section 3.3.4). We focus on information resulting from
motion induced by a human teacher or by the robot itself while interacting with the
scene using its manipulation capability. A movement sequence procedure for push-
ing an object hypothesis is devised in Section 3.3.4.2 and an alternative approach that
includes grasping in Section 3.3.5. A detailed explanation of the object existence veri-
fication methods is found in Section 3.3.4.3 and Section 3.3.4.4 for the peripheral and
foveal view, respectively. Interaction with the object results in snapshots of an object
in each manipulation step. This information is used to create object representations for
recognition (Section 3.4). An active approach is also utilized for object recognition, as
described in Section 3.5.
3.1 Active Stereo 3D Point Reconstruction
Our perception of the world’s three-dimensional (3D) structure is critical for object
recognition, navigation and planning actions [24]. 3D sensory data in artificial sys-
tems is commonly represented by point clouds. These sets of 3D points have been
used widely for object modeling, object recognition, scene reconstruction and seg-
mentation, pose estimation, object measuring, and robot or vehicle guidance. Point
clouds are created by sensors using different techniques, e.g. measuring the time of
reflected light (Kinect v2), observing pattern deformations of structured light (Kinect
v1, Orbbec) or measuring a laser beam reflection (LIDAR). However, a point cloud can
also be constructed without special sensors, using only a stereo camera as described in
Appendix A.2.
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When each camera from a stereo system is mounted on its own actuated kinematic
chain (robot), the relative arrangement of the cameras changes as the robots move.
Active stereo cameras can be used to cover a greater area. In humanoid robotics,
they are used to mimic the human ocular system [86] and they can be helpful for
foveation setups (Section 1.3). However, it is necessary to model the motor system
of the cameras to make 3D reconstruction possible. Here we describe a calibration
method for determining the transformation between the camera and motor coordinate
systems. This is important because the internal camera coordinate system cannot be
aligned precisely with the end of the robot’s kinematic chain.
3.1.1 Calibration
In order to reconstruct a 3D point with active stereo cameras, the parameters of the left
and right camera have to be determined by a calibration algorithm. This includes each
camera’s intrinsic, extrinsic and distortion parameters along with the transformation
from the end of kinematic chain to the camera coordinate system. There are several
calibration algorithms for static camera systems with a common underlying idea be-
hind them. The calibration procedure involves acquiring the left and right images of
a calibration object with points, which positions on the calibration object are known.
Since planar calibration objects are easier to create than 3D ones, most methods use
planar patterns. Unfortunately, from a single planar arrangement it is not possible to
recover all the camera parameters. Zhang [87] proposed a solution to this problem
by moving the calibration pattern in front of the cameras and capturing the pattern at
different poses. The system of equations for calibration can be generally written as:
ξ(pstaticStereo,u) = 0 (3.1)
The static stereo system calibration procedure finds the parameters pstaticStereo =
[pintL,pdistL,pintR,pdistR,TRL] by minimizing the distance between the detected pattern















and the pattern 3D point positions projected back to the image. Here, pintL,pintR refer
to the intrinsic camera parameters of the left and right cameras, as noted in Eq. (A.2)
and pdistL,pdistR refer to the distortion parameters as in (A.5). The extrinsic parameters
are in the form TRL, which is the relative transformation from one camera to another.
The reasoning behind is that the positions of the calibration points are given in the pat-
tern’s base coordinate system. A relative transformation from one camera to another
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is sufficient for reconstructing 3D points and is equivalent to setting the world coordi-
nate system to coincide with the coordinate system of one of the cameras, in our case
with the left camera. To apply the triangulation procedure Eq. (A.7), pextL becomes
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] and pextR = TRL
The static stereo calibration procedure is also used for calibration of active cameras
by putting the robot in a fixed position and performing the following procedure:
• Create a flat chessboard pattern.
• Measure the chessboard square size.
• Acquire left and right images of the chessboard at different orientations.
• Extract chessboard corners u in all images .
• Estimate the camera intrinsic, distortion and extrinsic parameters pstaticStereo.
In order to make 3D point reconstruction possible with active robot cameras, the
relative transformation between camera coordinate systems must be known at the mo-
ment of image acquisition. It is therefore necessary to model the motor system of the
cameras. The kinematic chain of the robot is given, but it is very difficult to mount
the cameras, so that the internal camera coordinate system would be aligned with the
end of kinematic chain. To calculate how the cameras move, we need to estimate the
unknown transformation from the end of the kinematic model to the camera coordinate
system Tfix. Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between these coordinate frames at two
different snapshots of one robot camera.
For this purpose we developed a method, where a calibration object is placed at a
fixed location and acquired by each camera at different robot poses. The coordinate
frame of the kinematic chain end T jk , where the camera is mounted, must be computed
for each different snapshot of the calibration pattern. This is achieved by reading the
joint angles and using forward kinematics of the robot. The pose of calibration pat-
tern T jc is also computed from each snapshot, following the method described in [87].
The previously determined intrinsic and distortion parameters are used to compute the
calibration pattern poses.
Let TK = {T0k, . . . ,TNk } and TC = {T0c , . . . ,TNc } be the sets of correspond-
ing poses of the coordinate frame at the end of kinematic chain in the camera base





































Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the kinematic chain and calibration object pose
at j − 1-th and j-th snapshot in the active calibration procedure.
coordinate system and the calibration pattern pose in the camera coordinate system,
respectively. Based on Figure 3.1, we can state the following for each j, j = 1, ..., N ,
AjTfix = TfixBj, (3.2)




Tjk and Bj = T
(j−1)
c Tjc
−1. The equation system in
Eq. (3.2) can be solved analytically bearing in mind that Aj,Bj,Tfix ∈ SE(3), SE(3)
being the special Euclidean group of rigid body transformations. This problem arises








Here aj and bj denote the Rodrigues vector representation of the rotation RAj and


















The computed Rfix is then used to determine the translation tfix by solving the
following system of linear equations in a least square sense
(I−RAj)tfix = tAj −RfixtBj , j = 1, ..., N, (3.5)
The calibration process for determining the transformation from the end of the kine-
matic chain to the camera coordinate frame of one camera can be generally written
as:
ζ(Tfix,TK,TC) = 0. (3.6)
We summarize the proposed active stereo camera calibration procedure as follows:
• Place the chessboard pattern at a fixed position and orientation.
• Move the left and right cameras to N arbitrary locations, providing the chess-
board is still visible.
• Extract the poses TLK,TRK and TLC,TRC at those locations.
• Compute the transformation between each camera and its motor coordinate sys-
tem TLfix and T
R
fix by solving (3.2).
The described calibration method provides all the necessary parameters for active
stereo reconstruction.
3.1.2 Active Stereo Reconstruction
The sole difference between 3D point reconstruction with active and static stereo
cameras, is that the relative transformation between camera coordinate systems TRL
changes in an active system. After calibrating the active stereo system with our pro-
posed method, all the necessary parameters are available for reconstructing 3D points.
The relative transformation from one camera to another needs to be estimated as the
cameras move. This is achieved by considering the kinematic models of the actuated
cameras and reading the joint sensor values θ = [θL,θR]. The triangulation equa-
tion (A.7) still applies, where pextL = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] again, but pextR = TRL(θ) now
depends on the joint sensor values
ψ(x̃,pintL, [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],pdistL, p̃L,pintR,TRL(θ),pdistR, p̃R) = 0. (3.7)



































camera pose Active camera
pose
Figure 3.2: The relative pose from one camera to another TRL(θ) depends on joint
sensor values θ of the actuated cameras. This relation should be estimated to enable
3D point reconstruction on an active stereo system.
The static stereo calibration was done in a known configuration θ0, therefore
TRL(θ0) = TRL. From Figure 3.2 it is clear that we can calculate the transformation

























Once the relative pose between the cameras is known, the reconstruction procedure is
trivial. Applying Eq. (3.7) then returns the 3D reconstructed point x̃ in the left camera
coordinate system. However, on an active camera system it is beneficial to have the
result in a fixed coordinate system. The following transformation can be applied to
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Here, TW(θW) denotes the forward kinematics transformation from the left camera
frame to the robot’s base coordinate system that depends on the joint values θW. It
should be noted, that the camera base and robot base coordinate systems are not neces-
sarily the same. In the case of Kukanoid robot, cameras in each eye only have one de-
gree of freedom between the camera frame and the camera base. The rest of the head’s
kinematic chain is shared between all cameras. The transformation to the robot’s base
coordinate frame thus includes the entire head’s kinematic chain and corresponding
joint values θW.
3.1.3 Visual Features
3D point reconstruction requires detection of corresponding projections in each im-
age. The corresponding points must be detected with high precision for accurate re-
construction. Keypoints, or visual features, are distinctive points that are invariant to
small changes in intensity, scale or angle of the image. Such points usually lie in
high-contrast regions of images, such as object edges or corners. There are several
methods for finding these salient points, called feature detectors, like: Harris [89],
Shi-Tomasi [90], SIFT [91, 92], MSER [93], SURF [94], FAST [95], ORB [96],
BRISK [97] and many others. These features were designed to be robust in order
to track them reliably over longer periods of time or match them across stereo image
pairs.
Feature tracking or matching is achieved by comparing the salient points using
a feature descriptor. There are several methods for creating feature descriptors, also
called feature vectors, from a local image patch around the feature: SIFT [91, 92],
SURF [94], DAISY [98], BRIEF [99] and others. Comparisons tend to favor the SIFT
descriptor [100, 101, 102, 103], which is a 128 dimensional vector that describes the
4× 4 region around the salient point with 8-bin histograms of derivative directions.
SIFT descriptors are matched by computing the distance between histograms,
where a smaller distance corresponds to a better match. Due to the quantization ef-
fect of histograms, a small pixel intensity difference can cause a big change in the
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(m− n)TA(m− n). (3.11)
Here, m and n are histograms and A is a positive definite bin-similarity matrix. This
symmetric matrix defines weights Aij that represent the similarity between bins i and
j, ∀i, j Aii ≥ Aij . It is desirable that the matrix is sparse, particularly with large
matrices because the computational complexity depends on the number of non-zero
elements.
Often, the difference between bins with many elements is less important than the
difference between bins with fewer [105]. The χ2 distance takes that into account and









The quadratic-chi histogram distance combines the principles of both previous metrics















Here, the bin-similarity matrix must be defined in the same way as for the quadratic
form distance and an additional normalization factor is defined as 0 ≤ s < 1. The
normalization factor is usually estimated by performing cross validation. The authors
have shown that a value of 0.9 works well for matching SIFT descriptors.
Keypoints extracted from one stereo image will also be distinctive in the other
image, since the change in viewpoint is small. One option is to use the feature descrip-
tors in order to find point correspondences. However, the relative transformation from
one camera to the other on our calibrated active stereo system is known, therefore
we can use the constraints of epipolar geometry to look for keypoint matches. This
constraint reduces the search space to an epipolar line (as seen in Figure 3.3), which
vastly decreases the possibility of false correspondences. A template is created from
the keypoint in one image and slid across the epipolar line in the other image to find
the corresponding match using squared sum of differences or zero mean normalized
cross correlation. If the matching score is sufficient, the corresponding keypoint pair
is then triangulated.
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Figure 3.3: Epipolar geometry describes constraints for stereo matching. The corre-
sponding point of the left image point pL can only lie on the orange epipolar line in
the right image. Epipole eR is the point of intersection of the line joining the camera
centres (the baseline) with the right image plane. All epipolar lines pass through the
epipole.
3.1.4 Point Cloud Generation
A point cloud made out of triangulated keypoint matches is sparse, meaning not every
pixel in the image represents a salient point. The lack of salient points leaves empty
space in the point cloud. Alternative sensors, like sensors using light pattern projection
or time of flight sensors, can create much denser point clouds. A detector that returns
a larger number of salient points can be selected, but this usually comes at a cost of
features that are less descriptive and harder to match and track. It should be mentioned
that computational complexity is dependent on the complexity of the detector and the
number of features for matching. If a high frame rate is required, a fast detector must
be selected with possibly other compromises regarding feature quantity and quality.
Based on comparisons of detectors we decided to use a combination of Harris de-
tector [89], which finds local extrema of intensity derivatives, and MSER detector [93],
which finds regions, where the intensity values don’t change drastically. The detectors
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are complementary to each other, finding corners and areas of the same color. It should
be noted that, even though keypoint descriptors are not used in the point cloud gener-
ation process, they are used for feature tracking in our proposed object hypothesis
verification method (Section 3.3.4).
Point cloud generation can be hindered by blurry images. Blurry images can oc-
cur due to the high speed of motion of the robot during image acquisition, or due to
vibrations present on the robot, particularly drones. The light conditions also play an
important role as low light requires longer exposure times, which can quickly result in
blurry images as well. Features in blurry images cannot be precisely matched and the
computed point cloud is inaccurate. We propose to solve this by evaluating images in
order to detect blurry images before computing a point cloud. It is beneficial to detect
these images at an early stage. That way the robot doesn’t waste processing time on
images that will result in inaccurate 3D reconstruction. We propose using the method
suggested by [107] for detecting blurry images.
Generation of a point clouds on an active stereo system is finally summarized by
these main steps:
1. Check images for blurriness. Continue if left and right image are not blurry.
2. Visual feature detection in the left image.
3. Template matching in the right image by using epipolar constraints defined by
(3.9)
4. 3D point reconstruction of matched features by using (3.7).
5. A point cloud is returned in the robot’s base coordinate system by using (3.10).
3.1.5 Floor Detection and Extraction
The process of extracting visual features can produce undesirable results in certain
scenarios. The Harris detector, for example, finds image intensity regions with high-
contrast. In order to cap processing time, the detector is usually allowed to extract
only a limited number of features from an image. In cases when objects have few high
contrast regions and the floor has many, salient points are found predominantly on the
floor. This scenario is especially likely in applications including drones, flying over
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floor that has small repetitive patterns, e. g. a gravel or a pebble floor. Drones often
observe objects underneath and accordingly the cameras are pointed downwards. This
means that a large portion of the image is covered by the floor surrounding the object(s)
of interest. Additionally the floor is usually in focus, since the depth of field necessary
to discern the objects also covers the floor. This scenario is less likely with humanoid
robots, where the cameras are commonly pointed further upwards, the separation be-
tween the objects and background is larger and the floor (or supporting surface) seldom
resembles high-contrast materials like gravel.
Floor extraction is analogous to the background subtraction problem, which is tack-
led frequently in surveillance tasks. The initialization of the background model is
crucial to ensure that foreground objects can be extracted effectively. Current state
of the art methods as described in [108, 109, 110, 111] propose different algorithms
for the initialization and maintenance of the background model. However, these ap-
proaches assume static cameras. Some methods consider camera movement intrin-
sically as in [112, 113]. Authors in [114] introduce a Bayesian filter framework to
estimate the motion and the appearance model of background and foreground. Others
like [115] tackle the problem using an optical flow algorithm to segment the foreground
objects. All mentioned methods require moving objects in order to extract them from
the background, which is not the case in here.
We propose a method, which works under the assumption that the floor shape
model is known in advance. This assumption is reasonable in scenarios, where a drone
observes an unknown object at a predetermined pickup location. It is also not a difficult
requirement to assure the pickup location is a flat surface, or some other predetermined
shape. This assumption also makes it possible to detect the visual features that belong
to the floor and extract image patches belonging to the floor. These patches are used to
learn the visual appearance of the floor. Once the visual floor model is learned, image
patches that are similar to the model are masked in new stereo images. The proposed
floor detection and extraction method is an iterative algorithm, where the first task is to
learn a background model. This is achieved in the first few iterations. Afterwards the
learned background model is used for removing the floor from stereo images in the fol-
lowing iterations. Masked images are then used for visual feature detection, matching
and triangulation. The general principles of the proposed floor learning method are:
1. A point cloud is generated from stereo images and RANSAC [49] algorithm is
applied to detect the floor shape in the point cloud.
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2. 3D points belonging to the resulting floor, are reprojected back to the 2D images.
3. A clustering algorithm is run on the reprojected points and small clusters are dis-
carded. This assures only dense regions of points belonging to the floor remain.
4. A convex hull of each cluster is determined (image patch).
5. The image patches inside all hulls are used for learning the appearance of the
floor by using the method described in [116].
6. The appearance model is learned iteratively from new patches, until the variance
of the model is sufficiently low.
Once the visual floor model is learned, patches that are similar to the model are masked
in new stereo images and the model is not updated anymore. Consequently the visual
features will no longer be detected predominantly on the floor, but on the rest of the
image. A point cloud generated from masked stereo images has more 3D points that
belong to objects in the scene. It should be noted that only the floor shape model is
assumed and that the robot learns the color and texture models autonomously. Here,
it is assumed that the robot keeps observing the same scene, which is why the floor
model learned in the beginning can be applied in the following images. The flowchart
of our proposed method is seen in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Floor detection and extraction flow chart.
We consider the following possible scenarios regarding the floor appearance:
1. The floor in the scene is uniform so it has few features on it.
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2. The floor has a texture that can be modeled/learned.
3. The floor has a texture that cannot be learned.
The first scenario is the simplest. Because the floor texture is uniform, the fea-
ture detector will find keypoints that do not correspond to the floor, therefore stereo
reconstruction will produce 3D points belonging to objects. In this case, the RANSAC
algorithm will never determine a good floor model match, since few 3D points be-
long to the floor. Consequently, our proposed method cannot learn and extract the
floor. This outcome is desirable, since the floor does not produce dominant features,
meaning the point cloud is comprised of object 3D points. In order not to waste pro-
cessing time running the RANSAC floor detection in every iteration of the process (see
Figure 3.4), the floor detection algorithm is stopped after a predefined number unsuc-
cessful of iterations. The point cloud generated from original stereo images is used for
the process.
In the second scenario, the floor has some texture that produces keypoints. We
presume our proposed method is able to detect the floor and learn the floor appearance
model. Image patches that belong to the floor are masked from the new images before
creating the 3D point cloud. The effect of that is two fold. First, more features are
found on the objects, in case the maximal number of extracted features was reached
before masking images. Or second, there is a speedup of the system (higher processing
frame rate), as the total number of detected features is reduced due to exclusion of the
floor. Fewer features leads to less computational time for matching, triangulation and
subsequent processing steps.
Finally, the third scenario has the same issue with many dominant features on the
floor as the second. In this case, we presume it is not possible to learn the floor ap-
pearance model. The color variance of the extracted patches is too large and doesn’t
meet the defined threshold. This is a less likely event, but possible, if the floor is com-
prised of areas with different colors and textures. The RANSAC algorithm is expected
to detect the floor, since most features belong to it. In this case, the only solution is
to subtract the points belonging to the floor from the point cloud and pass the point
cloud without these points on for further processing. The point cloud will obviously
be very sparse due to most of the detected points belonging to the floor. However, our
proposed method still assures that the output does not include floor features.
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3.2 Map of the Scene
A point cloud represents the state of the environment at a single moment. Modern 3D
systems can produce point clouds at various frequencies, ranging from one or two per
second to several tens per second. Instead of processing each point cloud on its own, it
is possible to combine several point clouds together in a form commonly referred to as
a 3D grid map. The proposed approach shows a particular benefit for drones, because
a drone is constantly moving and therefore observing new information, but does not
manipulate the objects. By supplementing the map with point clouds from additional
views, the drone can generate better object hypotheses.
There are several approaches to creating general 3D maps, usually simultaneously
localizing and mapping the scene (SLAM). Some of these approaches use monocular
systems [117, 118, 119], stereo cameras [117, 120, 121], RGB-D sensors [122], or
even laser sensors that return very accurate distances to objects in the scene [123]. The
topic of our thesis, however, is not to accurately map a large area for navigation, but to
extract objects from the scene. Hence a simple map of the scene could already be used
for improving object extraction. The most basic way of building a map is by a union
operation on a number of point clouds defined in the same coordinate frame. A union
operation on point clouds PC ∈ R3, can quickly lead to a large number of elements
in the map. In order to reduce the number of elements in a map, an equally spaced,
three-dimensional grid is defined. Each grid element, called voxel, can have two states,
i. e. occupied or empty [124]. Given a set of M consecutive point clouds PCworldi in





where voxel() is a function mapping a point cloud to a voxel grid. If at least one point
from the point cloud belongs to a voxel, the voxel is considered occupied.
The point clouds can be acquired sequentially or at distinct points in time or space.
The constraint of the proposed approach is that the scene must remain static during
observation. Point clouds are inherently noisy and reconstructing a scene or object out
of them requires some processing. Noise occurs due to incorrect image point localiza-
tion, imprecise calibration parameters, camera sensor noise, etc. However, depending
on the hardware used in a vision system, noise can also occur due to one or more of
the following:
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• Unsynchronized stereo images (synchronization is usually achieved at the hard-
ware level, but some low cost sensors do not offer it, or sometimes it is not
possible to assure it).
• Partially or entirely blurred images (due to robot motion, motion in the scene, or
vibration).
• Rolling shutter effect because of motion or vibrations (again, this is usually
solved at the hardware level by using a global shutter camera).
Noise is generally undesirable, but with the proposed map generation method it is
particularly troublesome, as the union operation accumulates all the noise quickly.
3.2.1 Temporal Convolution Voxel Filtering for Map Generation
In order to tackle the map noise accumulation problem, we propose a point cloud
filtering step placed between the steps of acquiring a point cloud and adding it to the
map. The proposed method processes a series of N sequential point clouds in both
spatial and time domain. This introduces a delay between point cloud acquisition and
addition to the map in the amount ofN time periods. Due to the movement of the robot,
sequential point clouds first need to be aligned properly using affine transformations.
Section 3.2.2 explains how this transformation is obtained. After point clouds are
transformed to a common coordinate frame, the proposed method filters out points
that are considered unlikely to belong to real 3D points and returns a voxel point cloud
(grid) with noise removed. This probabilistic filtering procedure works in two steps:
1. Spatial domain filtering: Isolated points or small clusters of points in point
clouds are considered noise and removed (using the approach from [125]). The
remaining points are transformed into a voxel point cloud.
2. Time domain filtering: Each sequential voxel point cloud is first stored in a
buffer with voxel point clouds from previous N − 1 iterations. An occupancy
probability is calculated for each voxel by going through each point cloud in
the buffer. Only voxels with a probability higher (or equal) than a predefined
threshold are considered occupied. The method iteratively returns voxel point
clouds with occupied voxels.
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We call this method Temporal Convolution Voxel Filtering (or TCVF). Algorithm 1
describes the process in more detail.
Algorithm 1 Temporal Convolution Voxel Filtering. Function spatialFilter defines
the above described spatial domain filtering, function Align is the alignment procedure
described in Section 3.2.2, and function Voxel a procedure that converts a point cloud
into a voxel representation.
set the initial voxel structure VPC to occupied
for i = 1 : N do
PCi ← spatialFilter(PCi)
PCi ← Align(PCi)
V OXi ← Voxel(PCi)
for each voxel v do




We use an occupancy threshold of 100%, meaning that a voxel must be occupied
in point clouds throughout N time periods. Consequently, the probability calculation
is a simple binary operation of occupancy. Such an operation is very fast and the cal-
culation must only be done on occupied voxels. The number of operations is O(KN),
with K the number of occupied voxels in the smallest cloud in the buffer and N the
buffer size. Figure 3.5, shows a schematic of a 2D example using a buffer size of three.
The size of the buffer represents a delay with which occupied voxels can appear in the
result. This must be taken into account when observing the scene. The robot must wait
for the delay to pass before new voxels are added. TCVF facilitates the generation of
the map by limiting the amount of noise accumulating in the map.
3.2.2 Robot Positioning and Cloud Alignment
The proposed TCVF method needs to first fill the entire buffer with voxel point clouds
aligned in a common coordinate system in order to determine whether specific points
exist. The origin of point clouds is the robot’s base coordinate system, as described in
Section 3.1.4. This makes cloud alignment straightforward if the robot’s base in the
environment is fixed and is not expected to change. However, a drone can never be
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Figure 3.5: A 2D example of our Temporal Convolution Voxel Filtering for buffer size
of 3. Only voxels occupied throughout the entire history are passed through the filter.
assumed static and localization of drones – and other mobile robots – relative to the
environment is not a trivial task. With drones, the 3D sensor is constantly moving and
observing the scene from different viewpoints. Cloud alignment on drones is therefore
more challenging, since the pose of the robot’s base in the environment is changing.
On the other hand, the result of aligning sequential clouds can also be used to assess
the pose of the robot’s base relative to the environment.
An iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm is a common way of aligning sequen-
tial point clouds. The algorithm minimizes the distances of pairs of closest points in
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an iterative fashion. However, ICP algorithms have difficulties detecting the correct
transformation between two sequential point clouds if there is a large change in pose
between them. In such cases, an initial estimation of the pose change is required for
ICP to work accurately. Drones and other mobile robots typically include an IMU
sensor. The sensor includes a 3-axis accelerometer, a 3-axis gyroscope and a magne-
tometer. Unfortunately, it is not possible to integrate IMU data for positioning because
the result tends to drift quickly. We propose a method that fuses 3D sensor information
with inertial data to facilitate point cloud alignment and robot positioning. Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) is typically used for sensor fusion. In our case, the task is to pre-
dict the position of the robot relative to a world coordinate system at the time of point
cloud acquisition. The predicted position is joined with the orientation taken directly
from the IMU, since orientation is sufficiently accurate and does not drift. The robot’s
pose prediction is used for calculating the initial value for fine point cloud alignment
with ICP. The position from the ICP result is considered a measured value and is fed
back to the EKF together with IMU acceleration data as the measured state. The EKF
then makes an update of the estimated system state of the robot, which is used for the
prediction in the next iteration.
A similar system that uses IMU acceleration integration for assessing the change
between point clouds is presented in [126]. Systems that use other types of sensory
data fused with IMU to estimate the pose of a depth sensor have also been proposed,
i. e. localization information from wireless signals [127], image based feature track-
ers [128] and others. Procedures have also been developed for calibrating the camera
and IMU sensors relatively to each other [129].
The proposed solution for fusing ICP and IMU data is based on EKF [130]. Let’s






















The state transition model for EKF is given as:
xk = f(xk−1) +wk−1, (3.16)
wherewk is the normally distributed process noise with covariance matrixQk ∈ R9×9




























where ∆ti is the time difference between the two consecutive measurements and i =
x, y, z. The process function f can be used to compute the predicted state x̃k from the
previous estimate x̂k−1 and the predicted error covariance matrix P̃k ∈ R9×9:
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In our system, the measurements are given by the object position computed with ICP















Thus the measurement model for EKF is defined as:
yk = h(xk) + vk, (3.22)
where vk is the normally distributed measurement noise with covariance matrix Rk ∈
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, i = x, y, z. (3.23)
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Using the current measurement yk and covariance Rk and the predicted state x̃k and
covariance P̃k calculated by Eq. (3.18) and (3.19), respectively, the EKF update step
calculates the current estimated measurement ŷk, Kalman gain matrix Kk ∈ R9×6,
estimated system state x̂k and its covariance P̂k using the following equations:







x̂k = x̃k +Kk(yk − ŷk), (3.27)
P̂k = (I −KkHk)P̃k. (3.28)
Figure 3.6: Flowchart for state estimation and temporal convolution voxel filtering.
Figure 3.6 shows the pipeline of the system and illustrates how the EKF informa-
tion is used for robot positioning and cloud alignment. At the start of the procedure,
the world coordinate system is placed at the origin of the robot’s base coordinate sys-
tem, where the orientation is set by using the compass and aligning the z-axis vertically
along with the x-axis pointing towards the north. The system state vector is set to initial
values x̂0 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], the process and measurement covariance matrices
Qk andRk are diagonal matrices with elements set to 10−3 and P0 is a null matrix.
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1. The previous state x̂k−1 is used to obtain the predicted state of the robot x̃k
using Eq. (3.18). The orientation of the robot is read directly from the IMU
compass. We predict the pose of the robot in the world coordinate system as











2. Stereo images are checked for blurriness as described in Section 3.1.4.
3. If images are not blurry, a point cloud is generated in the robot’s base coordinate
system. The initial value for ICP is given by T̃ alignk = T̃
robot
k . The measured












4. If the images are blurry, no point cloud is generated and there is no ICP result.




5. The EKF fuses the robot position measurement with acceleration measurements
from the IMU and updates the estimated filtered state x̂k.
The proposed method relies on point cloud alignment with ICP in order to prevent
drifting that results from integration of IMU information. Consequently, point clouds
must include data that facilitate successful alignment. This means that the method is
effective when the robot observes a diverse scene, with sufficient texture and 3D struc-
ture. This is a common problem for such scene reconstruction approaches, but natural
environments that contain various objects usually have more than enough diversity.
Blurry images prevent cloud alignment and during that time the robot relies solely on
IMU information. After a certain period of blurry images, the initial value for ICP will
be too far from the true value and ICP will return a wrong result. In such cases the
robot positioning is inaccurate and point clouds are not aligned correctly.
3.3 Novel Object Detection
The detection of novel object candidates, i. e. hypotheses about object existence, starts
by processing the wide angle stereo image pair called peripheral cameras. Robots
with foveated vision, as described in Section 1.3, have two sets of cameras and the
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peripheral cameras cover a much wider area compared to foveal cameras (see Figure
3.7). Typical objects in household environments are large enough to be detected in
the peripheral view of a humanoid head and still fit into the foveal view at the reaching
distance, i.e. 0.5 - 1 meter. It is therefore sensible to use peripheral views when looking
for object hypotheses, i.e. in the object detection phase. In this way we significantly
reduce the detection time since the robot does not need to actively search for the objects
by moving foveal cameras. For unusually small objects, a different, active strategy
could be designed, but this is beyond the scope of this thesis. Robots that only have
peripheral stereo cameras can use the methods described in the sections intended for
peripheral cameras and still successfully detect novel objects.
3.3.1 Peripheral View Hypotheses
The basic idea of our approach for the generation of object hypotheses is to search
for surface regularity and feature proximity to find the candidates in peripheral views.
Most common household objects consist, at least partially, of regular geometric shapes
such as planes, spheres and cylinders. Thus, the detection of such a shape is a strong
indication about the existence of an object.
Object hypotheses are created by searching for smooth surface patches within the
point cloud generated by the peripheral stereo vision. The robot looks for planar, spher-
ical and cylindrical surface patches using RANSAC [49]. This model fitting algorithm
chooses a random subset of points, fits models of possible surface types and returns
the parameters of a fit that includes the largest number of points within a tolerance of
that surface. All of the points belonging to a fit are then excluded from the point cloud
and a search for the next hypothesis is started again. When no good fits are found
anymore, the remaining points are clustered into groups of points lying close to each
other using X-means algorithm [131], which is an extension of the standard k-means
algorithm that also estimates the optimal number of clusters. Each of these clusters
also represents a hypothesis if it has a sufficient number of points. This allows the
robot to create a hypothesis of an object, even if no part of that object corresponds to a
smooth surface. The hypotheses consist of the 3D points and their corresponding fea-
ture descriptors. As described in Section 3.1.3, 3D points are triangulated by detecting
visual features in the left image. SIFT descriptors are calculated for each feature and
these feature descriptors are associated with its reconstructed 3D point. An example
of initial object hypotheses in the peripheral view is seen in Figure 3.7, left.
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When searching for geometric surfaces in a point cloud, only a small subset of
points constitutes each surface. With respect to each surface, most of the points from
the overall point cloud are actually outliers. RANSAC is well suited to deal with such
cases. The main idea is to choose a random, minimal subset of points that is sufficient
for calculating parameters of the desired model - in our case a surface. The points are
used to calculate the surface parameters and then the fit of the entire point cloud is
checked against the obtained surface. After repeating this procedure many times, the
surface parameters with the highest number of fitted points are returned.
Let PCB0 be a point cloud taken at the start of the learning procedure with the origin
in the robot base coordinate system. Each element d in the point cloud consists of a 3D
point x and a SIFT descriptorm, d = {x,m}. This point cloud is used to generate the
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where N is the number of all hypotheses and Nn is the number of image elements in
hypothesis H I0,n. We define the set of all object hypotheses H
I
0 = {H I0,1, . . . , H I0,N}.
In the following we describe how object hypotheses are generated from planar sur-
faces, spheres, and cylinders. Based on this procedures, we developed Algorithm 2
that computes all initial object hypotheses.
3.3.1.1 Planar Surface Hypotheses
A plane is defined by three non-collinear 3D points x1,x2,x3. The surface normal is
given by n = v1 × v2, where v1 = x2 − x1 and v2 = x3 − x1. The parameters of the
plane model ax+ by + cz + d = 0 are then defined by the equation nT(x− x1) = 0.
Given a set of 3D points, we can apply RANSAC algorithm to find the parameters of
a plane containing the maximum number of 3D points from the given set. We call this
algorithm findPlane. It returns a set of points P together with their descriptors.
There is chance that two or more objects with planar surfaces are aligned, which
would merge them into one object hypothesis. In order to prevent hypotheses span-
ning over several objects, X-means clustering is also applied to each hypothesis. In
effect, this could split a hypothesis that spans over only one physical object into sev-
eral hypotheses. However, erroneous splitting of hypotheses is not a problem since
all features move concurrently after interactive manipulation. This is handled by the
hypothesis verification step described in Section 3.3.4.3. In Algorithm 2 this function
is called Xmeans() and returns the set of all distinct clusters in the input point cloud.
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H I = Xmeans(P )
for all H In do
H In = filter(H In)







H I = {S} ∪H I






H I = {C} ∪H I





H I = X ∪H I
end if
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A hypothesis could also include some points that belong to other parts of the scene,
but lie on its plane by chance. Some of these outliers are removed by filtering out points
that lie far away from the center of the hypothesis, e. g. more than twice the standard
deviation. In Algorithm 2 this function is called filter().
Even with all these extensions, a hypothesis could span over two planar objects
side by side, or some other arrangement of objects. Nevertheless, the extent of the hy-
pothesis is not an issue, since the information gathered from interactive manipulations
can be used to resolve the true extent of the object.
3.3.1.2 Spherical Surface Hypotheses
A sphere is uniquely defined by four non-coplanar points x1,x2,x3,x4. The model of
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 , r = cTc− |M15||M11| , (3.30)
whereMij denotes the submatrix ofM formed by leaving out row i and column j. If
|M11| = 0, then the four points are coplanar. These equations can again be used by
the RANSAC algorithm to find the sphere containing the maximum possible subset of
points. A hypothesis is created out of the 3D points that belong to the sphere if the
detected sphere contains at least a predefined minimum number of points. Spheres do
not require any additional extensions for refining hypotheses, except some reasonable
assumptions about the minimal and maximal size of the sphere in order to reduce
unnecessary computations.
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3.3.1.3 Cylindrical Surface Hypotheses
Detecting cylinders is significantly more difficult than detecting planes or spheres, be-
cause the parameters of a cylinder cannot be easily determined from just a few points
on its surface. There are lots of everyday objects shaped as cylinders, which is why it
is important to look for this surface shape.
To obtain a unique solution, different methods require 7 - 9 points [132]. A rela-
tively high computational effort is needed by all of these methods and the probability
of randomly selecting 7 points in a point cloud that belong to a cylinder is very small.
This makes finding a hypothesis using those models and RANSAC algorithm unfea-
sible. Instead, we follow the idea presented in [133], where two RANSAC loops are
executed, one within another. The nested loops are computationally less demanding.
In the outer loop, potential candidates for cylinder axes are discovered and in the in-
ner loop, points are projected onto a plane that is orthogonal to the candidate axis.
This reduces the search for cylinders to finding the best parameters of a circle on the
orthogonal plane.
In order to find cylinder axis candidates, the surface normals of each point in the
point cloud must be calculated. This is achieved by approximating the surface normals
using its nearest neighbors with the method explained in [134]. Since normals have
unit length, they can be represented as a set of points on a unit sphere. The surface
normals of a cylinder form a great circle on the unit sphere. The search for candidate
axes in the first loop can thus be transformed into a search for great circles on the unit
sphere. A great circle is defined by the intersection of the unit sphere and a plane that
passes through the center point. The search for great circles is simplified by the fact that
two points on the unit sphere uniquely define it. This enables an efficient application
of RANSAC algorithm to find great circles containing the maximal possible subset of
points, i. e. normals. The model is analogous to plane fitting. Given two points on
the unit sphere s1, s2, the normal of the intersection plane is given by ns = s1 × s2.
The intersection plane normal ns also represents the cylinder axis candidate. The
parameters of the plane model ax+ by + cz = 0 are defined by the equation nTss = 0.
Given a cylinder axis candidate, the goal is to find the radius and center of a circle
with the maximal number of points. The search can be accelerated by only considering
the points belonging to the great circle that generated the current axis candidate. These
points are projected to the plane orthogonal to the axis, where the search for a circle is
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conducted using RANSAC. A two dimensional circle is uniquely defined by three non-
collinear points (x1, y1), (x2, y2) and (x3, y3). The coordinates of the center (xc, yc) are
given by
xc =




(x3 − x2)(x21 + y21) + (x1 − x3)(x22 + y22) + (x2 − x1)(x23 + y23)
2δ
, (3.32)
δ = x1(y3 − y2) + x2(y1 − y3) + x3(y2 − y1), (3.33)
and the radius is r =
√
(x1 − xc)2 + (y1 − yc)2. The cylinder is defined by the axis
candidate ns, the center point back-projection to 3D space (xc, yc) 7→ xc and the
radius r. A hypothesis is created out of the 3D points that belong to the cylinder if
the detected cylinder contains at least a predefined minimum number of points. No
additional refining is executed on cylindrical hypotheses.
3.3.2 Foveal View Hypotheses
If the robot has a foveation camera setup as described in Section 1.3, the selected
object candidate found in the peripheral view is inspected in detail in the foveal view.
The robot must move the foveal cameras towards the selected n-th hypothesis. In
Section 3.3.3 we explain how to control the robot to get an object into the center of the
foveal view. After the redirection, a separate point cloud with its feature descriptors
is computed in the foveal stereo camera pair. The foveal point clouds are kept and
maintained independently from the point cloud in peripheral view. Visual features are
used solely in their respective point cloud. The foveal camera pair requires its own
stereo calibration to calculate the point cloud generated by the foveal view.
Since foveal cameras have a narrower field of view than the peripheral cameras, the
object of interest covers a much larger portion of the foveal images compared to pe-
ripheral images. It is therefore not necessary to search for object cues such as we do in
the peripheral views. Instead, at the beginning of learning we consider the entire point
cloud as a foveal object hypothesis. Just like peripheral view hypotheses, the foveal
view hypotheses also consist of the feature descriptors corresponding to the 3D points,
i.e. H fov,I0,n = PC
fov,B
0,n . This eliminates the computational complexity of finding and
refining the candidates as there is only one candidate. While the hypothesis normally
does include some interest points from the background and neighboring objects, such
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Figure 3.7: Initial object hypotheses found in a typical scene with household objects.
In the peripheral view each hypothesis is represented with the points of the same color.
After the foveal cameras have been turned towards hypothesis "2", the robot gener-
ates the initial hypothesis in the foveal view, where all feature points belong to the
hypothesis.
points are discarded in the hypothesis verification process. The set of initial foveal
view hypotheses only includes the selected hypothesis H fov,I0 = {H
fov,I
0,n }. An example
foveal view object hypothesis is shown in Figure 3.7, right.
3.3.3 Gaze Control
Robots with active cameras have the capability to move the cameras to capture different
viewpoints. A foveation camera setup requires gaze control in order to acquire an
object in the foveal view. The robot must control the cameras to center a peripheral
view hypothesis in the foveal cameras. As described in Section 3.1, the point clouds
are generated in the robot’s base coordinate system. The 3D centroid hBn of the n-









With the hypothesis position in the robot base coordinate system, the robot can use
a virtual mechanism approach to control joint velocities q̇all,c to get the centroid of the
selected hypothesis hBn in the center of foveal cameras. For this purpose we extend
the kinematic model of the robot head with two virtual prismatic links, as shown in













Figure 3.8: Kinematic model of the humanoid head mounted on Kukanoid extended
by virtual mechanisms gazing towards an object.
which results in two additional translational degrees of freedom. With the length of
each virtual link considered as another variable, the task is, for the cameras’ virtual
extensions, to touch the hypothesis’ centroid. We designed a controller that directs the
cameras by calculating the task space error between the end of the virtual links and
the hypothesis’ centroid. We denote by qall the joint angles q extended with the virtual
link length degrees of freedom tL and tR, qall = [q, tL, tR]. Let xL and xR denote the
position of the end of the left and right camera’s virtual extension, respectively. The












+ NLRq̇all,n . (3.35)






, q̇all,n the desired null space velocities, and q̇all,c the joint
angle velocities used to control the robot. JL and JR are the Jacobian matrices for the
left and right camera kinematic chain. The null space motion is defined so that the
robot configuration stays as close as possible to the rest configuration (all angles equal
to zero).
3.3.4 Hypothesis Verification
Since feature proximity or detection of a regular, smooth surface are not sufficient
evidence for existence of a physical object, the robot needs additional information
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to verify or discard the hypotheses about object existence. There are several ways
the robot can gain this information. In this thesis we focus on information resulting
from motion induced by a human teacher or by the robot itself while interacting with
the scene using its manipulation capability. Alternatively, there could be other active
elements in the scene, e. g. agents not interacting with the robot directly, that provide
the necessary information for confirming the hypothesis. Our basic assumption is that
objects move as rigid bodies. Changes in the scene are thus analyzed to detect features
that move as rigid bodies, which is a very strong indicator of object existence [10].
3.3.4.1 Interaction With a Teacher
One option for the robot to gain additional information is by interaction with a teacher.
The benefit of interaction with a teacher for inducing changes in the scene is that the
teacher is already able to recognize individual objects and is able to manipulate them.
With this knowledge and the understanding about the robot’s learning process, the
teacher is able to manipulate objects in a way that enables a successful learning proce-
dure. An example of teacher interaction is seen in Figure 3.9.
After the robot generates object hypotheses, it asks the teacher to select an object
hypothesis and move the object belonging to the hypothesis in order to create a change
in the scene. The teacher, knowing the learning procedure, moves an object with a
limited rotational motion and prevents occlusions. Large object rotations can inhibit
matching of interest points across views, which can result in a failed verification step.
Occlusions are less critical, but they reduce the number of visual features that can be
potentially matched. A basic, simple action by a teacher is to move one object to a new
position, visible by the robot. The robot waits until the teacher signals he has finished
moving the object. The robot then proceeds with the hypothesis verification step. The
teacher continues to manipulate the object of interest, showing new, previously unseen,
sides of the object to the robot. The learning process is concluded when the teacher
determines, he has shown the entire object to the robot. More detail about how changes
in the scene are processed are provided in Section 3.3.4.3.
3.3.4.2 Pushing With Tactile Feedback
The other option for gaining additional information is for the robot itself to induce a
change in the scene by using its manipulation capabilities. Since the robot doesn’t
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Figure 3.9: Teacher manipulating the object during the object verification process. The
first image shows all object hypotheses in the peripheral view. The following images
show the teacher moving an object to different poses. All features detected in these
images belong to the verified object.
have a lot of information about an object candidate at this point, a simple action like
a push is appropriate. Any interaction that causes movement of the object can help to
resolve ambiguities about the object’s extent. The object hypothesis includes informa-
tion about the hypothetical object position hB, which can be used to generate a probing
pushing movement. The robot has already calculated the mean position of the hypoth-
esis’ feature points in order to control the gaze of the foveal cameras in Eq. (3.34). The
probing push is started from a position sufficiently displaced from this mean position.
The push is generated towards a point in front of the center of the robot’s body, where
the robot can perform intricate manipulations with both hands. The end position of the
push is chosen to be on the other side of the robot’s body. The generated motion thus
takes place in the part of the workspace where the robot has a lot of manipulability. In
all our experiments the objects were placed on planar surfaces, which is a reasonable
assumption for home and industrial environments. Let l be the point on the plane in
front of the center of the robot’s body in the robot’s base coordinates. Here we assume
that the table plane parameters in the robot’s base coordinate system are known. The
normal of the table is defined as nt, ||nt|| = 1 and the start and end point of the push
as gBstart and g
B
end, respectively. The center point towards which the robot pushes the
object is then calculated as:
ln = ((h
B − l)Tnt)nt + l. (3.36)
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Figure 3.10: The supplementary information for hypothesis validation can be induced
by the robot itself executing a probing push. In the picture we see the robot interacting
with an object candidate to verify object existence.
The simplest way to compute a pushing movement is to generate a straight
line between the two end-points and to move the robot hand along this straight
line parametrized by time, using standard forward kinematics. However, a time-
parametrized movement along the straight line is not always appropriate for move-
ments in unstructured environments, which are often perturbed and need to be adapted
with respect to sensory signals. We therefore decided to generate pushing movements
using a pattern generator based on a linear dynamic system. While general discrete arm
movements require the introduction of a nonlinear component like for example the one
introduced in [135], this is not necessary for the generation of probing pushing move-
ments. We employed the following linear system to generate the desired point-to-point
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movements using third-order attractor dynamics [136]:
τ ṙ = αg(g − r)
τ ż = αz(βz(r − x)− z)
τ ẋ = z
(3.39)
Here x is the TCP position in the robot’s base coordinate system and z and r are aux-
iliary variables. It is easy to show that the above system is critically damped and that
it has a unique attractor point at g for αz = 4βz > 0, αg > 0, τ > 0. System (3.39) is
suitable for the generation of probing pushes because it is guaranteed to converge to g
in a smooth manner regardless of the starting position and perturbations. In addition,
the speed of movement can be modulated with parameter τ and even if the end config-
uration g is changed on the fly, the movement remains smooth up to the second order.
This is achieved by using the variable r to continuously adapt the goal (the initial value
of r is set to the goal position g).
Each pushing action consists of four separate movements:
• Safe approach to the pose above the starting point of the probing push.
• Downward movement to the starting point of the push.
• The probing push through the mean point of the object candidate towards the
point in front of the center of the robot’s body.
• Retracting movement back to the home pose via the point above the end point.
The robots arms start in a home position outside of the robot’s view in order to
not obstruct its view. When the robot begins its motion to push an object candidate, it
selects to use the arm that is closest to the starting point. The selected arm is moved
to a pose above the starting point. This motion should take place in an empty space
to avoid collision. This assumption is usually fulfilled in typical tabletop scenarios.
A collision is more likely in the following downward movement towards the starting
point of the push. The force/torque sensors in the robot’s arms can be used during this
movement to detect any forces due to an unexpected collision. If a collision is detected,
the hand is raised and moved closer to the candidate’s mean point and lowered again.
Here the assumption is that the robot collided with a different object. Note that the
starting point for pushing is calculated by Eq. (3.37), where we assume that distance d
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is sufficiently large so that the computed starting point is outside the object candidate.
Thus by moving closer to the candidate center, the robot might avoid the other object
and reach a suitable point to start the pushing movement. This process is repeated until
the downward movement is completed without collision (and the pushing movement
is executed) or the robot has come too close to the mean point. In this case it will stop
at the collision and execute the horizontal push from this point. Here the assumption is
that the robot is in contact with the object candidate and the horizontal movement will
slide the object, while the robot is pressing on it from above.
The probing movement goes through the mean point of the object candidate (or
above) until it reaches the end point. Afterwards the arm is retracted back to the home
position via the point above the end point, out of the view of the robot. This reactive
strategy enables the robot to move an object candidate even in very difficult situations.
By retracting the arm out of the view of the robot in every push, the robot does not
occlude any objects.
3.3.4.3 Verification in Peripheral View
To verify the current set of peripheral view hypotheses, either a teacher (Sec-
tion 3.3.4.1) or a robot (Section 3.3.4.2) induces a change in the scene by attempting
to push one of the object hypotheses. In case of robot pushing, the hypothesis with
the largest number of points is selected. In case of pushes generated by a teacher, the
teacher indicates which hypothesis was selected. After the manipulation action has
been completed, the point cloud in the peripheral stereo view is computed. Visual fea-
tures belonging to the current object hypothesis d̃i = {x̃i, m̃i} ∈ H Ik−1,n are matched
with the point cloud features after the object motion was induced di = {xi,mi} ∈
PCBk . Note that index k relates to the point cloud acquired after the k-th manipulation
action while index n indicates the selected object hypothesis. H I0 denotes the initial
set of hypotheses computed as described in Section 3.3.1. The matches are found by
applying quadratic chi-histogram distance (3.13) to identify features with the smallest
distance between SIFT descriptors as described in Section 3.1.3:
∀m̃i ∈ H Ik−1,n find min
∀mj∈PCBk
QCAs (m̃i,mj). (3.40)
A predefined threshold is used to determine good matches.
Some features may not be matched due to occlusions or large rotations, matches
may be false, while some features might not belong to the physical object in the first
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place. A robust method is needed to find a rigid body motion from feature matches,
which corresponds to object motion. Moreover, it is unlikely that the initial hypothesis
includes all points from the point cloud belonging to the object. Here we use the as-
sumption that the object is rigid, thus all points belonging to the object move as rigid
body. We propose a method called rigid body motion filter (RBMF) to determine the
features that belong to the object, filter out the bad feature matches, add additional ob-
ject points and find the best transformation that corresponds to the object motion. The
details of the procedure are described in Appendix A.3 and its mapping is described
by:
RBMF : {H Ik−1,n, PCBk } 7→ {q, t, Ỹ , Y }. (3.41)
Here, Y is the set of features from PCBk matched to features from H
I
k−1,n that moved
by rigid body transformation {q, t}. Analogously, Ỹ is the set of features from H Ik−1,n
matched to features from PCBk that moved by rigid body transformation {q, t}. If
the number of features in |Y | = |Ỹ | is larger than a predefined threshold, the object
verification step is successful. Verification means that the robot has gained evidence
suggesting it is looking at an actual physical object.
As described above, rigid body motion is the main means for confirming an object
hypothesis. However, if several objects are placed one next to another, it can happen
that an initial push would result in feature motion where features from more than one
object move as a rigid body. To resolve such ambiguities, we confirm object features
only after they exhibit rigid body motion when two pushes from different directions
are applied. After the first push of the selected hypothesis, a set of potentially con-
firmed feature points is formed, i. e. HPk,n. A set of confirmed object features for the
hypothesis is formed only after two pushes have been applied. We denote this set as
HBk,n. We also define H
P
k = {HPk,1, . . . , HPk,N} and HBk = {HBk,1, . . . , HBk,N}. Initially,
these are empty sets, HP0,n = H
B
0,n = {}.
The complete peripheral view verification procedure can be summarized as fol-
lows:




0,n = {}. Set k = 1.
2. Apply the rigid body motion to the selected hypothesis n according to Section
3.3.4.1 or Section 3.3.4.2.
3. Find feature matches between {H Ik−1,n, HPk−1,n, HBk−1,n} and PCBk .
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4. Use rigid body motion filter to identify features that move as a rigid body,
RBMF : {H Ik−1,n ∪ HBk−1,n ∪ HPk−1,n, PCBk } 7→ {qn, tn, Ỹn, Yn}. As each




k−1,n, we can subdivide











5. If |Yn| = |Ỹn| > Fδ, the following logic applies:
H Ik,n = H
I
k−1,n − Ỹ In , (3.42)
HBk,n = Y
B
n ∪ Y Pn . (3.43)
6. If |Yn| = |Ỹn| > Fδ, find visual feature matches between PCBk−1 − Ỹn and
PCBk and determine the matches that move according to the rigid body motion
{qn, tn}. The matched points from PCBk are used to define the set Zn. HPk,n is
updated as follows:
HPk,n = Zn ∪ Y In . (3.44)
HPk,n are the potential object points to be confirmed in the next step.




k−1,n ∪ Ỹ Pn . (3.45)
8. k = k + 1 and go to step 2.
The proposed verification procedure enables the robot to detect object points of an
arbitrarily shaped object, as long as the initial hypothesis includes some visual features
that belong to the object. The applied manipulation actions should induce suitable
object translations and rotations so that the whole object can be observed by the robot.
The only requirement is that the changes between object viewpoints are small enough
to facilitate confirmation and addition of possible object points. Here we take into
account that visual features must be matched across consecutive point clouds and,
since the robot uses SIFT descriptors, the change in viewpoint should not exceed 30◦.
3.3.4.4 Verification in Foveal View
After object motion, the object likely disappears from the robot’s foveal view. Once
object existence has been verified in the peripheral view, the robot is able to compute
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the object’s positionhB. Foveal cameras must be moved so that the object is reacquired
in the foveal view using the methodology described in Section 3.3.3.
The same idea of rigid body feature motion indicating object existence (used to
confirm object existence in the peripheral view) can be applied in foveal views as well.
Let H fov,I0,n be the selected foveal view hypothesis. The foveal view point cloud in the
robot’s base coordinates after the k-th manipulation is PC fov,Bk . The complete foveal
view verification procedure is almost the same as the one described in Section 3.3.4.3,
with the foveal hypothesis and foveal point cloud used instead of the peripheral hypoth-
esis and peripheral point cloud, respectively. The procedure has only one difference:
• In the 6th step H fov,Pk,n = PC
fov,B
k − Yn.
In the foveal view, the set of potential object points consists of the entire point cloud
calculated after object motion subtracted by the features that have already exhibited
rigid motion.
Static feature filter We also developed an alternative, simpler solution for use in the
foveal view to reduce the computational complexity of the verification process. The
rigid body motion filter uses RANSAC, which is a statistical method that needs many
iterations in order to provide a good solution with high certainty [49]. We propose a
method that confirms object features by detecting any feature motion. Here, the rigid
body motion constraint is relaxed and all matched features that exhibit motion are
considered confirmed object features. The foveal view covers a small area, therefore,
the object takes up a significant portion of the image. The underlying idea of this
approach is that more features will be confirmed as object features and this could be
beneficial for the object recognition process.
Let x̃fov and xfov be matched features from the foveal view in the robot’s base
coordinate system before and after object motion, respectively. A tolerance ε is defined
as a maximum displacement of static features to account for small changes in their
positions due to noise in the active stereo system. A static feature is defined as:
‖x̃fov − xfov‖ ≤ ε. (3.46)
The robot’s gaze movement centers the object in the foveal cameras after each
object motion, after detecting it in the peripheral view with RBMF. If the object dis-
placement is small, e. g. a pure rotation, the background in the images remains the
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same. We assume that the surrounding scene of the object didn’t move, which is justi-
fied when a human assistant is helping with the verification process, manipulating only
the object of interest and not disrupting anything in the proximity. This assumption
also stands when the robot is autonomously interacting with only one object. If the
object has moved out of the foveal view after manipulation, the background in the im-
ages will change significantly after the object is re-acquired. In this case, it is expected
that visual feature matches can only be found on the object itself. The drawback of
this method is that it does not prune false feature matches that exhibit irregular motion.
Some of these features do actually belong to the physical object and some belong to the
background. Since the object covers a large portion of the image, a significant share
belong to the object. We speculate that the effect of more confirmed object features
will outweigh the negative effect of some false features creeping into the model. We
call this verification procedure a static feature filter (SFF) and describe its mapping by:






k } 7→ {Ỹn, Yn} (3.47)
Here, Yn is the set of features from PC
fov,B
k matched to features from the input set that
exhibited motion. Analogously, Ỹn is the set of features from the input set matched to
features from PC fov,Bk that exhibited motion.
The complete foveal view verification procedure using SFF is again almost the
same as the one described in Section 3.3.4.3. This time the differences are:
• In the 4th step the mapping SFF is used instead of RBMF .
• In the 6th step H fov,Pk,n = PC
fov,B
k − Yn.
The proposed foveal view verification procedures work in unison with the periph-
eral view verification. The robot must detect the object in the peripheral view to turn
the cameras towards the object to inspect it in the foveal view. The object is manipu-
lated a number of times and the robot accumulates confirmed object points from differ-
ent viewpoints in the peripheral and foveal view. More on how we use the confirmed
object points H fov,Bk,n for learning object representations and recognition is described in
Section 3.4. The important difference between the proposed foveal view verification
procedures is that SFF requires only one object to be moved at a time, while there are
no additional limitations with RBMF.
In Figure 3.11 we show examples of initial hypothesis verification with the pro-
posed methods. The initial object hypotheses in foveal views (recall that our assump-
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Figure 3.11: Hypothesis verification example in the foveal view. The left images show
the initial object hypotheses.The rows show verification of the hypothesis with RBMF
and SFF respectively. RBMF discards all of the background features, all false matches
and correctly confirms 192 features on the object. On the other hand, SFF falsely con-
firms 26 background features (marked with green circles), while correctly confirming
278 features.
tion is that all feature points detected in foveal views belong to the initial hypothesis)
contain a number of features found in the background. The bottle in the foreground
is moved, the robot confirms the object existence and computes its location in the pe-
ripheral view and then turns the cameras toward the bottle. The rows show verification
of the initial hypothesis in the foveal view with the RBMF and SFF respectively. Both
approaches succeeded in eliminating the spurious features. However, a small number
of false matches belonging the box in the background could not be discarded by SFF.
3.3.5 Object Manipulation by Grasping and Tactile Feedback
In order to successfully recognize the object in the future, the robot must see the object
from different views. This is not hard if a teacher, who can systematically show the
object from different views, is involved. When the robot is learning autonomously, it
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Figure 3.12: A back-propagation example, where confirmed object features, seen in the
second image, are back-propagated to the viewpoint in the first image. The resulting
snapshot accurately representing the object viewpoint is seen in the third image.
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can continue pushing the object and rely that with a sufficient number of pushes, the
object rotates sufficiently to discover new parts of the object. If the robot spends a
large amount of time discovering the object, it will eventually learn a complete repre-
sentation of the object from different views. The robot learns some information about
the object with each push, meaning the push could be modified in order to induce a de-
sired change in pose of the object. On the other hand, it can also try to grasp the object.
This task is much more feasible after object verification than at the hypothesis stage.
Object rotations represent an appropriate sequence of actions for model building. New
object features are revealed in every manipulation, but must be matched over several
images before disappearing. Section 3.3.4.3 describes more details about how object
points are confirmed. The idea is to systematically grasp and rotate the object and then
release it. Tactile information is used to detect the contact with the object. This action
can be repeated several times until the object has been seen from all sides. Here, we
propose a method suitable for grippers with opposable fingers and tactile sensors in
the palm and fingers. For the Barrett hands used on the Kukanoid robot, the gripper
must be in the configuration seen in Figure 3.13, with one finger directly opposite to
the other two.
Grasping The robot has the positions of the confirmed object points in the robot’s
base frame. We do not have a 3D surface model to plan a precise grasp, but we can
plan a grasp based on the estimation of the object’s size from the verified feature points.
This is done by taking into account the object’s mean position hB and calculating the
dominant horizontal principal axis a of the object from the foveal confirmed visual







The gripper approaches the object in the configuration seen in Figure 3.13. It therefore
make sense to grasp the object on the narrow side. By calculating the principal axes of
the object feature points we estimate the object’s greatest extent in each direction [137].
First the covariance matrix Σ is calculated as





(xi − hB)(xi − hB)T. (3.49)
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Figure 3.13: The configuration of the gripper used for the grasping reflex. The green
arrow shows how the dominant axis of the object should be aligned with the hand. On
the right we can see an example of the dominant axis on the planar surface calculated
from the object’s confirmed visual features.
Next we calculate the three eigenvalues λ1, λ2, λ3 and eigenvectors v1,v2,v3 of the
covariance matrix Σ, which is done by solving the equation [137]
(Σ− λI) v = 0. (3.50)
The eigenvector associated with the biggest eigenvalue represents the axis of the great-
est extent of the object. However, we are interested in the extent of the object in the
plane defined by the planar surface on which the object is placed. The normal of the
table nt is given in the robot’s base coordinate system. The robot approaches the ob-
ject from above relative to the table. All the eigenvectors must be projected to the table
plane and the one with the largest norm is chosen as the dominant axis. The projected
principal axes a1, a2, a3 are equal to:









An example of the calculated dominant axis is seen in Figure 3.13, right.
The robot approaches the object from above the center point hB with the hand
oriented along the detected dominant axis. It moves downward until it detects a con-
tact using tactile sensors in the hand. The grasping movement starts a predetermined
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distance d above the object and the start and end points are defined as:
gstart = h
B + dn (3.52)
gend = h
B (3.53)
The same linear system as for pushing is used to generate the movement (Sec-
tion 3.3.4.2). When the force detected by tactile senors in the palm exceeds a pre-
determined threshold, the robot stops the movement and starts closing the fingers. We
evaluate the success of the grasp by reading the finger joint values. If the fingers
reached the end position, i. e. the hand is completely closed, the object was likely not
grasped successfully. Otherwise the robot continues and rotates the object by thirty
degrees. It has been shown that SIFT descriptors can be matched well enough for
viewpoint changes up to that. After rotation the robot slowly releases the object and
retracts the gripper back above the object, out of sight for the foveal view cameras.
The hypothesis verification procedure is run in the peripheral and foveal views to de-
tect new object points as described in Section 3.3.4. Data must be gathered in both
camera systems in order to create snapshots for object recognition in both views. An
example of this procedure is shown in Figure 3.14. Each time the robot attempts to
grasp an object, it recalculates the dominant axis. With successive manipulations it
learns more information about the object, so the object’s extent is calculated more re-
liably and consequently the successive grasping actions also succeed provided the first
grasping action has succeeded. Since the robot rotates the object by 30◦ every time, it
could simply execute eleven rotations and assume it has rotated it a full circle. How-
ever, the grasp of the object can cause some unintended rotation, so the exact rotation
of the object should not be assumed. Since the robot calculates the transformation of
the object’s pose between individual grasps, we can instead rely on this information to
determine when to finish object exploration. The robot sums the transformations to-
gether and when the combined rotation around z-axis exceeds 330◦, the robot has seen
the object turn around enough. Note that due to the back-propagation procedure, the
robot must make one additional movement action in order to generate the object model.
We propose another rotation, as before, in order to confirm the features discovered in
the step, when the object rotation exceeded 330◦.
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Figure 3.14: The robot aligns the gripper with the dominant axis of the object, moves
downward until it detects a contact, grasps the object and rotates it by 30◦. Afterwards
the object is released and the robot retracts the manipulator out of the view of the foveal
cameras.
3.4 Object Representation for Recognition
The main purpose of detecting novel objects, as described in Section 3.3, is to create
object representations suitable for object recognition. The robot is able to determine
3D points that belong to an object by matching visual features between manipulation
steps. Visual features are also commonly used for object representations as described
in Section A.1.2 and we propose to build object representations using the BoF model.
This method of representing objects has been shown to be distinctive and robust for
object classification, even under partial occlusions. We have already determined that
SIFT descriptors have shown robust performance and we used them to match 3D points
across point clouds for hypothesis verification (Section 3.3.4). It makes sense to also
use SIFT features to describe the confirmed objects, especially since these features
have already been computed in the object verification step.
In order to use a BoF model, first a visual vocabulary must be generated. We used
images of random objects from different viewpoints for our training image set. SIFT
descriptors were extracted from the training images and then clustered using a k-means
clustering method. The number of clusters M represents the size of the vocabulary and
each cluster center represents a visual word in the vocabulary V = {w0,w1, . . . ,wM}.
Here the goal is for the vocabulary words to be invariant to variations that are irrele-
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vant to the classification task, but descriptive enough to carry relevant information for
classification.
As explained in Section 3.3.4.3, snapshots for learning HBk and H
fov,B
k are gen-
erated during the hypothesis verification procedure. They include all the confirmed
object points that belong to the object in the k-th verification step. These snapshots are
sets of points comprised of a 3D point and a SIFT feature vector d = {xB,m} as de-
scribed in Section 3.3.1. We propose to build an object model for each k-th snapshot,
separately for the peripheral and foveal view.
For each point d in the snapshot, the most appropriate word from the BoF vocabu-
lary is determined by finding the closest match between m ∈ d and w ∈ V by using
Eq. (3.13). A histogram f , where dim(f) = M , is created and each bin represents the
number of occurrences of its corresponding word in HBk,n or H
fov,B
k,n . The histogram is
normalized by dividing each bin with the total number of snapshot features. A general
mapping for creating a BoF histogram out of a snapshot can be defined as:
BOF : HBk,n 7→ f . (3.54)
For a peripheral view object hypothesisHBk,n confirmed in k manipulation steps, we
then have a set of feature vectors F = {f0,f1, . . .fk−1} representing the object as k−1
individual viewpoints. Since the foveal view data is maintained separately, there is also
a set of feature vectors Ffov representing the object in the foveal view. The BoF model
has been used for classification of individual objects and object categories. Either way,
all the feature vectors f are given an object or category label and a multi-class classifier
is trained on the data. We trained a one-vs-all linear kernel SVM classifier, which is
commonly used for such tasks and described in more detail in Section A.1.3.
3.5 Active Object Recognition
The robot can also apply the proposed interactive object detection approach for object
recognition. The idea behind this approach is analogous to the one for learning, i. e. to
use changes in the scene to segment the object from the scene and classify the object
using previously learned models. Here we make use of SVM classifiers trained using
the results of interactive learning as described in Section 3.4. The robot can apply any
of the proposed interaction procedures to induce changes in the scene, i. e. interaction
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with a teacher, robot pushing, or the combination of pushing and grasp-rotate-release
action cycles.
Classification starts with the robot looking at one or more objects placed on a table
in front of it. The robot generates object hypotheses in the peripheral and foveal view
as described in Section 3.3. The selected initial object hypotheses from both views
are classified. Since the initial hypotheses include a subset of points that are later
confirmed as object points, it is possible to attempt classification at this stage already.
It can be expected in a foveated vision system that classification will be more reliable in
foveal views because object images have higher resolution in this view. Nevertheless,
since foveation requires objects to be first detected in a peripheral view, all the data for
object recognition are available also in peripheral images.
Peripheral view hypotheses consist of a partial smooth surface or a cluster of points.
However, plane hypotheses can be split into smaller ones to prevent spanning over
more objects. In case where several hypotheses appear on one test object, the one
with the largest amount of points is selected for classification. On the other hand,
foveal object hypotheses consist of all feature points detected in foveal views as we
assume that the robot’s view direction is centered on the object hypothesis. The data
for recognition are calculated using Equation (3.54), with the initial sets ofH I0 orH
fov,I
0
as input. The resulting BoF histograms are classified using (A.1).
Unlike in the standard object recognition where only one image is used for classifi-
cation, our approach enables the use of multiple images with increasing number of ob-
ject features for classification. This way the reliability of recognition can be improved.
The robot (or human) consecutively applies manipulation actions to the selected object
hypothesis using one of the previously described manipulation procedures. After this
initial manipulation of the object, the same hypothesis verification procedure as for
model learning (see Section 3.3.4) can be preformed, followed by the determination
of potential object features in the peripheral and foveal views. Recall that the set of
potential object features in the peripheral view includes features from the initial ob-
ject hypothesis that moved as a rigid body and other features from the point cloud that
exhibit the same rigid body motion. Similarly, the set of potential object features in
the foveal view consists of features from the initial object hypothesis that exhibited the
same motion. Just like in the model learning phase, RBMF or SFF are used for foveal
view verification in the recognition process. To generate the data for recognition, we




compute the corresponding BoF histograms after the first manipulation and the con-
firmed objects features HBk , H
fov,B
k , k ≥ 2 after all subsequent manipulation actions.
The calculated BoF histograms are classified using Eq, (A.1). Note that the back-
propagation step described in Section 3.3.4, updates the (k − 1)-th object snapshot
after the k-th manipulation step. Thus classification of the object representation based
on HBk and H
fov,B
k , can only be done after the (k + 1)-th manipulation. This means
the object must be manipulated a minimum of 3 times in order to generate an object
representation based on confirmed object features. Classification is calculated inde-
pendently for each manipulation step. If the object verification procedure fails at any




Evaluation of the proposed scientific approaches was performed using two different
robotic platforms described in Section 2.2. Experiments on the Kukanoid robot are
presented in Section 4.1 and experiments on the drone in Section 4.2.
4.1 Experiments with Kukanoid
We performed experiments on the Kukanoid platform in order to evaluate the following
problems:
• Active stereo point cloud generation (Section 3.1.4).
• Novel object detection by interaction with a teacher and robot pushing (Sec-
tion 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3).
• Integration of peripheral and foveal view for learning object representations
(Section 3.3.4 and 3.4).
• Systematic object inspection by grasping (Section 3.3.5).
• Active object recognition (Section 3.5).
Due to the lack of datasets applicable for testing of the functionalities described
above, we perform the analysis with a set of 20 real objects. All objects in the dataset
were rigid, since the proposed methods rely on rigid body motion assumption. The
size of the selected objects corresponds to typical household objects, which can be
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manipulated by the Kukanoid. The set of 20 different household objects used in the
experiments is shown in Figure 4.1.
We applied our proposed active calibration procedures to account for the changing
eye configuration on the Kukanoid and enable 3D vision. A visual vocabulary of 1000
words was generated by clustering visual features of 50 images with random objects
as described in Section 3.4.
Figure 4.1: Set of test objects used in the experiments.
4.1.1 Learning with a Teacher
In this set of experiments, the robot learned the object representations with the help
of a teacher. A subset of objects was placed on a table at a distance of approximately
80 centimeters from the robot, as seen in the upper image row in Figure 4.2. The
robot generated initial object hypotheses in the peripheral view (first row, first image)
and looked towards the hypothesis selected by the teacher to generate the initial hy-
pothesis in foveal view (second row, first image). The teacher (author) moved the
selected object, making sure not to induce excessive rotations and depth changes. This
is necessary to reliably match features on the object after each manipulation. After the
teacher moved the object to a new location, the robot verified the object hypothesis in
the peripheral view (first row, second image) and looked towards the confirmed object.
The object was then verified in the foveal view as well (second row, second image).
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The verification procedure was repeated for 15 manipulations in order to create object
representations from all relevant viewpoints. Here, the teacher had to make sure to
manipulate the object in a way to show the robot new sides of the object. In case the
motion of the object was large and verification was unsuccessful, the teacher was al-
lowed to move the object two more times to try to recover the object with a successful
verification. After 15 successful manipulations, the object was removed from the table
and the teacher selected the next object hypothesis from the subset to learn.
In the foveal view, two different object representations were created in each ver-
ification step. One using RBMF and another using SFF. The acquired novel object
representations were used to train 3 different SVM classifiers. One for the peripheral
view, one for the foveal view using RBMF and another for the foveal view using SFF.
The total procedure took approximately 2.1 minutes per object. The teacher required
21 learning attempts (each learning attempt consisted of 15 object manipulations) to
learn all object representations. Only one repetition of the learning procedure was nec-
essary for the object Colgate. The robot had problems detecting the thin side of the
object and the teacher adjusted his approach by executing smaller changes around that
viewpoint.
Figure 4.2: Teacher interacting with the robot during the hypothesis verification and
model learning procedure. The first peripheral image shows the object hypotheses in
the peripheral view. The following images show the teacher moving the selected object
to different poses. The red features belong to the verified object.
Figure 4.2 shows the teacher holding the object throughout the learning procedure.
Normally the teacher would place the object down on the table after each manipulation.
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However, in order to emphasize the role that the teacher is playing, we demonstrated a
learning sequence where the teacher holds the object all the time.
4.1.2 Learning by Pushing
In this case the robot autonomously learned the object representations for recognition
by executing probing pushes as described in Section 3.3.4.2.
The objects were placed on a table in sets of 5 at a distance of approximately 80
centimeters from the robot, as seen in the first photo in Figure 4.3. This position of the
objects is in front of the center of the robot’s body l and well within the reach of KUKA
LWR arms. The robot generated object hypotheses in the peripheral view and then
looked towards the hypothesis with the most feature points to create a hypothesis also
in the foveal view. The start and end points for the probing push were calculated based
on the peripheral hypothesis data and the robot executed a pushing action as described
in Section 3.3.4.2. After the push, the robot observed the scene with the peripheral
cameras and performed the verification step. Learning with each object alone would
be easier, however, we wanted to emphasize that the robot is able to deal with several
objects moving at once and solve ambiguities. In the verification step, the robot starts
by estimating the rigid body motion of features corresponding to the hypothesis and
then confirms the object points. Next, it turns the foveal cameras towards the confirmed
object and performs the verification step in the foveal view. Because the surrounding
scene around the object is unlikely to remain static, in this case only RBMF was used
for verification in the foveal view.
The robot performed 15 probing pushes for each object. In case of unsuccessful
verification, e. g. due to the too large object motion, the robot was allowed to execute
two additional pushes, which might move the object in a way to recover it. For these




. If the robot could not verify the object even after these two additional
pushes, the learning of the current object model had to be re-started. Each object had
a limit of 5 learning attempts in order to limit the learning time. The object models
generated in learning attempts that consisted of 15 successful manipulation steps were
used for recognition tests. The object was then removed from the table and the robot
started learning a model for another object.
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Figure 4.3: The robot autonomously learning object models for recognition by push-
ing. The image sequence shows how a robot executes a push to move the object hy-
pothesis and verify the object’s existence.
The robot finished the complete learning procedure for 18 out of the 20 objects and
required an average of approximately 6.5 minutes on a successful learning sequence.
However, some objects proved difficult to learn by pushing and the learning process
had to be repeated several times. At the end, two objects reached the limit of learning
attempts without being learned, namely yogurt and Colgate. Tall cylindrical objects
are inclined to topple and roll. Rolling in particular caused a change in the viewpoint
that was large enough to prevent feature matching or exposed a completely new side
of the object. In total, the robot executed 72 learning attempts to learn 18 objects. If
the time for failed attempts is taken into consideration as well, the average learning
sequence took approximately 15.1 minutes per object. The acquired models were used
to train 2 different SVM classifiers; one for the peripheral view and one for the foveal
view using RBMF.
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4.1.3 Learning by Grasping
Learning was also performed as a combination of initial pushes followed by several
grasp-rotate-release action cycles, as described in Section 3.3.4.2. Two initial pushes
were required to confirm object existence and determine object points. Afterwards,
the robot attempted to grasp and rotate the object to systematically observe it from
different viewpoints. Here, the robot was learning objects one by one, as seen in
Figure 4.4. The robot created the peripheral and foveal object hypotheses and executed
the manipulation actions based on the peripheral hypothesis data.
Figure 4.4: Grasping of the object after the object feature points have been confirmed
by pushing.
The robot explored and manipulated each object until the object was rotated by
330◦. It finished the learning procedure with one additional grasp-rotate-release ac-
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tion to enable back-propagation for model learning. If the object was not successfully
verified in one of the pushing actions, the robot attempted an additional push, as ex-
plained in Section 4.1.2, before restarting the learning procedure. If the object was
not successfully grasped or verified after a grasp-rotate-release action, the robot had
to immediately restart the learning procedure, since the whereabouts of the object are
unclear in this case. Like before, each object had a limit of 5 learning attempts in order
to limit the learning time. The acquired object models were used to generate models
for recognition.
The robot successfully completed the learning procedure for 17 out of 20 objects.
For 3 objects, namely yogurt, Aloe vera can and Colgate, the learning limit was
reached. The best attempts accumulated 8, 11 and 5 snapshots, respectively. These
objects are unstable and inclined to topple and fall when the robot is moving down-
wards to detect the object or during gripper closing. A successful learning sequence





















Figure 4.5: Graph showing how many manipulation actions were necessary to suc-
cessfully learn the models of 17 objects from the test set using different manipulation
approaches. When object grasping or verification of an object hypothesis fails, the
learning procedure has to be restarted. Thus the number of executed manipulation ac-
tions is larger for early snapshots when less knowledge about the object is available.
Note that model learning with a teacher produced only one failed attempt. In this graph
data are only shown for the 17 objects that successfully finished the learning procedure
in all learning approaches.
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took approximately 4.2 minutes. Compared to learning with pushing, the difference
is that the robot movement is considerably shorter and therefore requires less time.
For grasping the robot is mainly moving vertically up and down, while a pushing se-
quence includes several movements, including time consuming retractions to a defined
home position. The parameters of the movement in Eq. (3.39) used in both learning
schemes were identical. In total, the robot required 64 learning attempts to fully learn
17 objects. There were 10 failures at the object existence confirmation stage, 24 unsuc-
cessful grasps and 13 failed verification steps after object rotation. Again, tall unstable
objects caused the most difficulties. Taking into consideration the time for the failed
attempts, the average learning sequence took 8.7 minutes. The acquired novel object
representations were used to train 3 different SVM classifiers; one for the peripheral
view, one for the foveal view using RBMF and another using SFF.
4.1.4 Analysis of the Learning Process
Figure 4.5 shows how many manipulation steps were performed to acquire each object
snapshot in different learning approaches. The number of manipulation actions vary
because of the failed verification steps that required the robot to restart the learning
procedure.
Next we estimated the probabilities of successful object verification for different
manipulation actions. They are shown in Figure 4.6. When a teacher is involved, the








Figure 4.6: Object verification probability in a manipulation step using different learn-
ing approaches. The probability of the approach with grasping can be further split
into two phases. The probability of a successful grasp is 94.1% and the probability of
object verification after a successful grasp is 96.8%.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the total number of learning attempts (including failed
attempt) for object model learning with different approaches and the number of objects
that successfully finished the complete learning procedure.








Figure 4.8: Average learning time per object with different learning approaches.
probability of object verification is very high. With pushing, the drop in probability is
notable, which is reflected in the number of necessary attempts to successfully verify
the object over 15 consecutive manipulation actions. A comparison of the necessary
attempts is shown in Figure 4.7. The verification probability is almost the same in the
approach that involves grasp-rotate-release action. Considering verification only, the
learning procedure was actually more successful, averaging 96.8%. This is due to the
fact that the object motion is more controlled. However, the probability of successful
grasping must also be taken into account. Grasping was successful in 94.1% of the
cases and when the two probabilities are joined, the result is almost identical at 91.1%.
Figure 4.8 shows the average time it took to learn an object. Clearly learning with
the help of a teacher is the fastest. On the other hand, the difference between pushing
and grasping is also clear. This is due to the fact that the robot must make fewer
movements when grasping and these movements are shorter.
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We consider the recognition performance as a good metric for evaluating the pro-
posed approaches. After all, object recognition is the purpose of the acquired object
representations. In order to test the trained classifiers, we applied the active recognition
procedure described in Section 3.5. In these experiments, the teacher was performing
object manipulation. The developed recognition procedure was performed on the pre-
viously described set of 20 objects (see Figure 4.1). As explained in Sections 4.1.2 and
4.1.3, three of the 20 objects could not be successfully verified 15 times when manip-
ulated by a robot. In these cases we used the models generated after a smaller number
of manipulation actions.
Each object was placed in front of the robot at 3 different poses. Each pose was
tested at 3 different distances from the robot, i. e. 60 cm, 80 cm and 100 cm. Firstly,
the recognition procedure was executed with only one object on the table. Secondly,
to test the performance with background clutter, the test object was placed at 80 cm in
front of 4 other objects from the set.
The teacher attempted to perform pure translations to assure that the same object
feature points can be found in consecutive camera views. Theoretically, small object
translations should ensure that all object features are matched across views and exhibit
rigid motion. Such object movements result in successful object verification steps and
generate a large number of object features from each viewpoint. The teacher performed
3 manipulations for each object starting pose.
In order to evaluate recognition performance, the metrics precision, recall and F-
score were employed. These metrics are calculated by using the recognition instances
called true positives, false positives and false negatives, denominated as tp, fp and fn,













For evaluation of our proposed methods, the terms are defined as follows. True pos-
itives are objects that were classified with correct object labels, false positives are
objects that were classified with false labels and false negatives are instances, when
the object verification step failed. In the applied recognition procedure there were no
failed verification steps, fn = 0, since the teacher is manipulating objects. Conse-
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Table 4.1: Precision and F-score (F1) recognition results for singulated objects placed
at approximately 60 cm in front of the robot using classifiers trained with different
manipulation actions. The top scores in each manipulation step are marked in yellow.
Learning procedure
init. hyp. 1. manip. 3. manip.
prec. F1 prec. F1 prec. F1
Teacher
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.48 0.65 0.58 0.73 0.59 0.74
Foveated w. RBMF 0.79 0.88 0.81 0.90
Foveated w. SFF
0.72 0.84
0.75 0.86 0.80 0.89
Pushing
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.44 0.61 0.55 0.71 0.55 0.71
Foveated w. RBMF 0.66 0.80 0.71 0.83 0.72 0.84
Grasping
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.47 0.64 0.58 0.73 0.59 0.74
Foveated w. RBMF
0.83
0.75 0.86 0.76 0.86
Foveated w. SFF
0.71
0.78 0.88 0.77 0.87
quently, recall = 1 for all our experiments and we only list the precision and F-score
in the results. A high precision value means that the classifier returned substantially
more correct results than incorrect ones. Recall describes the level of object detection
success, which is important for the relevance of precision. F-score (or F1) is a har-
monic mean of precision and recall that weighs both metrics evenly and is often used
as an overall evaluation metric. A metric determined by failed object verification steps
(fn) was already introduced in the learning process and is shown in Figure 4.6. Its
meaning is similar to the meaning of recall and it gives us an indication of the recall
values for recognition with other manipulation approaches, i. e. pushing or grasping.
The results of object recognition with teacher interaction using classifiers from differ-
ent learning approaches for singulated objects are gathered in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3,
whilst Table 4.4 compares results in a cluttered scene.
Comparison of Training with Different Manipulation Actions The analysis of re-
sults shows that the object models generated by the learning procedure with a teacher
exhibit the best recognition performance across the board. Models generated by the
robot show a slightly lower performance in recognition, but the systematically built
models by grasp-rotate-release manipulation actions always edge out the models ob-
tained by pushing. We expected that learning with a teacher will produce the most
complete object models, since the teacher is able to control objects accurately and can
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Table 4.2: Precision and F-score (F1) recognition results for singulated objects placed
at approximately 80 cm in front of the robot using classifiers trained with different
manipulation actions. The top scores in each manipulation step are marked in yellow.
Learning procedure
init. hyp. 1. manip. 3. manip.
prec. F1 prec. F1 prec. F1
Teacher
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.51 0.68 0.60 0.75 0.62 0.77
Foveated w. RBMF 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.99
Foveated w. SFF
0.89 0.94
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Pushing
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.48 0.65 0.53 0.69 0.53 0.69
Foveated w. RBMF 0.85 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.95 0.97
Grasping
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.49 0.66 0.55 0.71 0.54 0.70
Foveated w. RBMF 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99
Foveated w. SFF
0.87 0.93
0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Table 4.3: Precision and F-score (F1) recognition results for singulated objects placed
at approximately 100 cm in front of the robot using classifiers trained with different
manipulation actions. The top scores in each manipulation step are marked in yellow.
Learning procedure
init. hyp. 1. manip. 3. manip.
prec. F1 prec. F1 prec. F1
Teacher
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.38 0.55 0.48 0.65 0.48 0.65
Foveated w. RBMF 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.98
Foveated w. SFF
0.84 0.91
0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99
Pushing
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.32 0.48 0.42 0.59 0.43 0.60
Foveated w. RBMF 0.81 0.90 0.88 0.94 0.89 0.94
Grasping
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.37 0.54 0.46 0.63 0.45 0.62
Foveated w. RBMF 0.91 0.95 0.90 0.95
Foveated w. SFF
0.83 0.91
0.92 0.96 0.93 0.96
show the robot the important differences in object appearance. The recognition perfor-
mance with models acquired by pushing are relatively similar (albeit somewhat worse)
to performance with models acquired by grasp-rotate-release manipulation actions,
even though pushing did not consistently expose all different viewpoints of the object
to the robot. We attribute this to the fact that many objects have a similar appearance
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Table 4.4: Precision and F-score (F1) results in a cluttered scene with objects placed
at approximately 80 cm in front of the robot using classifiers trained with different
manipulation actions. The top scores in each manipulation step are marked in yellow.
Learning procedure
init. hyp. 1. manip. 3. manip.
prec. F1 prec. F1 prec. F1
Teacher
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.50 0.67 0.60 0.75 0.61 0.76
Foveated w. RBMF 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99
Foveated w. SFF
0.17 0.29
0.98 0.99 0.97 0.98
Pushing
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.48 0.65 0.52 0.68 0.53 0.69
Foveated w. RBMF 0.15 0.26 0.94 0.97 0.95 0.97
Grasping
Peripheral w. RBMF 0.48 0.65 0.54 0.70 0.54 0.70
Foveated w. RBMF 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99
Foveated w. SFF
0.17 0.29
0.98 0.99 0.97 0.98
from different sides, or even include repetitive patterns on all sides. Nonetheless, this
is representative for many real-world objects. The conclusion is that probe pushing is
a viable method for segmenting and learning novel objects. On the other hand, Fig-
ure 4.8 illustrates that learning by pushing takes considerably longer than learning by
systematic grasp-rotate-release manipulation actions. Since the probability of a suc-
cessful object verification step is actually almost identical for both methods, as shown
in Figure 4.6, we can conclude that the reason for the large difference in duration of
learning process is due to the duration of the robotic movements.
Effect of Distance Recognition results at different object distances show that dis-
tance has an effect on the performance. Surprisingly, recognition in the foveal views
for objects placed at distance 60 cm from the robot shows worse performance than
recognition for objects placed at 100 cm. Both distances are approximately 20 cm
from the distance at which the models were acquired. The difference can mainly be
attributed to the change in the viewing angle from which the robot sees the objects.
When objects are moved closer, the robot observes them at a steeper angle, because
the robot’s cameras are more than half a meter above the table. The change in the
viewing angle makes it harder for SIFT features to be matched. When the distance was
increased to 100 cm, the change in the viewing angle is not as large and the recognition
results are better than at 60 cm. However, this effect does not appear in recognition re-
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sults using the peripheral cameras. Here, the recognition performs worse at a larger
distance. We believe that in the case of peripheral cameras, the object in the image is
already so small at 100 cm that this effect outweighs the smaller change in the viewing
angle. On average, a model snapshot of the object in the peripheral cameras consists
of 32 features. An average recognition snapshot had just 26 features at 100 cm and
41 at 60 cm. With fewer features, recognition becomes less robust against occlusions
or viewing angle changes [91]. For comparison, an average learning snapshot in the
foveal view using RBMF had 243, 181 and 168 features at 60 cm, 80 cm and 100 cm,
respectively.
Verification Method Comparison With a foveated vision system, the robot can see
details of objects in foveal views that are not visible in peripheral views. The recogni-
tion performance at all distances from the robot were therefore significantly higher us-
ing foveal cameras compared to the peripheral cameras. This is an expected result that
nevertheless demonstrates the clear benefit of integrating peripheral and foveal vision
for object learning and recognition. Diving into more details, we can see some differ-
ences between the proposed verification filters, i. e. RBMF and SFF. SFF rejects static
features, but does not detect false feature matches exhibiting motion different from the
object motion. For that reason, the object models using SFF include more features
than the models using RBMF. An average learning snapshot in the foveal view using
SFF had 274, 227 and 206 features at 60 cm, 80 cm and 100 cm, respectively. This is
around 20% more than by using RBMF. Some of the additional features belong to the
object and some are false positives (Figure 3.11). The recognition performance of both
methods is very similar with differences that are not statistically significant. The ben-
efit of SFF is being less computationally expensive. However, compared to the entire
learning procedure this difference is not vital. The additional object features compared
to models acquired by RBMF seem to have no effect. The results demonstrate that
both filters are valid options for hypothesis validation in the foveal views, but since
SFF cannot be used with robot pushing in a cluttered environment, we would consider
RBMF as the more versatile option.
Effect of Interaction on Object Detection Looking at Table 4.4, there is one ma-
jor difference that stands out. Object recognition in a cluttered environment performs
very poorly when using features belonging to the initial hypothesis in the foveal views.
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Figure 4.9: Confusion matrices of initial hypothesis recognition using foveated vision
in a cluttered scenario (left) and when the object is singulated (middle). Using our pro-
posed object verification approach, surrounding features in the cluttered scenario are
filtered by using RBMF. After manipulation of the object, the recognition performance
improves dramatically, as seen in the confusion matrix after the third manipulation
(right).
This is due to our assumption that all feature points detected in a foveal view belong
to the hypothesis. However, in a cluttered environment many features in a foveal view
belong to the surrounding objects. It is therefore not surprising that even the recogni-
tion based on peripheral view hypotheses is better, since these hypotheses are based on
smooth surfaces. However, using our proposed interactive object detection approach,
non-object features are filtered after manipulation of the object and the recognition
performance in foveal views improves dramatically. Figure 4.9 shows the confusion
matrices of initial foveal hypothesis recognition precision at 80 cm in cluttered and
singulated cases. When the object is singulated, the precision of initial hypothesis
classification was 0.89, while heavy clutter reduced it to only 0.17. The confusion ma-
trix in Figure 4.9 illustrates the recognition results in the cluttered scene after object
verification using RBMF, with an average precision of 0.94.
To improve recognition, the teacher also performed the third manipulation action
to gather more object features. However, Table 4.1 – 4.4 show that these additional
manipulation actions did not have a noticeable effect on the recognition performance.
4.2 Experimental Validation with a Drone
We also performed experiments with a drone to evaluate the following algorithms:
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Figure 4.10: The drone flying above the objects during an outdoor experiment.
• Floor extraction algorithm (Section 3.1.5).
• Local map generation (Section 3.2) with TCVF (Section 3.2.1).
• Robot positioning and cloud alignment (Section 3.2.2).
• Novel object detection method (Section 3.3).
The detailed specifications about the drone used in our experiments are provided in
Section 2.2. The important difference compared to Kukanoid is that the drone has a
static peripheral stereo system with affordable cameras and no manipulation capabil-
ity. Consequently, point clouds are relatively noisy and the local map generation with
Temporal Convolution Voxel Filtering (TCVF) is vital for generating an accurate 3D
scene representation. Also, due to the lack of a robotic manipulator, the extracted ob-
ject candidates cannot be verified and remain at the hypothesis level. The goal is to
show that, under certain conditions, the object points of the hypotheses already consti-
tute a good object representation. In order to show that, the extracted object hypotheses
are classified using a classifier trained on a manually acquired training data, which was
obtained using a turntable with a white background.
In our experiments a human operator controlled the drone during flights. Since the
robot positioning and point cloud alignment method requires point clouds with relevant
data, the operator manually triggers the start of building the local map, when the drone
is positioned over the objects. The scope of the experiment was the following:
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Figure 4.11: A scheme illustrating the procedure used in experiments with the drone.
• The operator positions the drone above a scene with objects and acquires the
images of objects from different viewpoints.
• The procedure that involves floor extraction, map generation and object hypothe-
ses extraction is executed.
• Object recognition is performed.
• Point clouds of extracted objects are returned.
This experiment includes basic building blocks for many applications, e.g. flying over
a pick-up zone, detecting possible objects, estimating their pose, shape, and other in-
formation.
Since our drone does not posses manipulation capabilities, we confined our ex-
periments to non-cluttered scenes with, static objects. Assuming that the floor model
is known, the proposed object detection method can return good results. Objects are
observed from different viewpoints by flying the drone around them. Consequently,
object hypotheses already contain a significant amount of feature points belonging to
objects. Figure 4.11 shows that each step is completed by applying a classification
procedure that takes features extracted by the proposed object hypotheses generation
algorithm as input.
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(a) Can. (b) Juice. (c) Circuits.
Figure 4.12: Object categories.
4.2.1 Training
Contrary to the experiments with Kukanoid, the learning object samples were acquired
manually using a special rig. Object images were captured on a turntable with a white
background, where objects were placed at a predefined pose and rotated by 30◦ be-
tween shots. The rig had stereo cameras, which facilitates extraction of object point
clouds as well. A left and right image of each object was taken and SIFT features m
were extracted. A 500 word vocabulary was created by clustering these SIFT descrip-
tors. Then a BoF model f was created for each object image, following the mapping in
Equation (3.54). A linear multi-class SVM classifier was trained with 16 different ob-
jects. Objects shown in Figure 4.12 were also grouped by categories: cans, juice boxes,
circuits, cars, and boxes. Some of the objects are very similar and hard to distinguish
from certain angles, e. g. the original coke and its generic copy and juice boxes of the
same brand but different flavors.
4.2.2 Recognition
Since there are no confirmed object features, a slight modification is necessary for the
generation of object features at each measurement time. The hypotheses only includes
initial points H I0 and the points themselves do not have a corresponding feature de-
scriptor, but just a 3D point. This is due to the voxelization step in the TCFV, which
discretizes the space and filters several consecutive point clouds. We therefore compute
the feature descriptors by projecting 3D points contained in H I0 onto the left camera
image. Accurate cloud alignment and drone positioning system are crucial for the
projected points to correspond well to their respective objects. Example of projected
candidate object point clouds are seen in Figure 4.13. For each projected hypothesis, a
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Figure 4.13: Re-projection of points belonging to the object hypotheses, surrounded
by convex hulls.
Table 4.5: Description of the experimental scenarios
Scenario location movement floor type
Laboratory indoor hand-held white uniform
Street1 outdoor hand-held gray textured
Street2 outdoor flight gray textured
Testbed indoor flight textured complex
bounding box is generated around the projected points. SIFT descriptors are detected
in the bounding box and provide a snapshot for recognition. The mapping defined
in Equation (3.54) is then used to create histogram f . This histogram can then be
classified using the trained SVM classifier.
4.2.3 Results
The experiments executed in four different scenarios are summarized in Table 4.5.
In all experiments the floor shape was a plane. In the Laboratory scenario, a white
uniform floor was used, whereas the drone was hand-held and was moved manually
above the objects. The white floor has few visual features, hence this floor could not
be detected.
In the Street 1 scenario the drone was also hand-held, but there was a gravel floor.
This floor was full of visual features. Example where features are detected predomi-
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nantly on the floor is discussed in Section 3.1.5. The floor extraction module detected
the floor within the first three measurement times and learned its appearance, removing
it from the images before creating point clouds.
In the Street 2 scenario the drone was airborne, flown by an operator above a floor
with similar texture as in Street 1. In this experiment vibrations were generated by
the drone’s motors and images suffered at some measurement times from the rolling
shutter effect. This can result in bad point clouds.
Finally, the Testbed scenario involved flying the drone in an indoor drone testing
facility with a VICON 1 optical measuring system. The drone flew above a complex
textured floor, where the ground truth of all objects’ poses was available. The drone’s
motion was measured by VICON. This represents the most difficult scenario for our
method, where the floor has many visual features, but it is not possible to learn its
appearance and the motors are running and causing vibrations. This produces noisy
point clouds, where few visual features belong to actual objects. The on-board com-
puter with a 5th generation i7 processor was able to run the feature extraction and
recognition procedure about 5 times per second.
Table 4.6 summarizes the results of the proposed object extraction method after
15 seconds of flight. In our scenarios, the total number of points in the local map
stopped increasing significantly after this point, meaning that the area had been mostly
inspected and the results have converged. However, this is an empirically derived value
that depends on the diversity of the observed scene and the flight path the drone takes
to inspect it. The table is divided into two main columns. The first column corresponds
to the results that relate to the recognition of object categories (juice boxes, cans, etc.),
while the second column shows the results that relate to individual objects (orange
juice box, apple juice box, Coca-Cola can, Aquarius can, etc.).
In the Laboratory scenario with a plain background, the results for individual ob-
ject recognition were good and – when the objects were grouped in categories – we
correctly extracted and classified all objects. It should be noted that we used no color
or shape information when learning models for recognition, although this information
could improve recognition results for individual objects. In the other scenarios, the
recognition rates were lower, and we can attribute this to the proposed method for the
generation of object snapshots.
1http://www.vicon.com/
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Table 4.6: Average object recognition results after 15 seconds of scene observation.
For the calculation of precision, recall and F-score the terms true positive, false positive
and false negative are defined as follows. True positive is an object that was classified
with the correct object label, false positive is an object that was classified with a false
label and false negative is an object that was not detected by the object extraction
method.
Categories Objects
Dataset Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score
Laboratory 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.667
Street 1 0.429 0.6 0.6 0.333 0.4 0.36
Street 2 0.783 0.4 0.53 0.75 0.33 0.462
Testbed 0.429 0.5 0.462 0.2 0.167 0.182
Since our drone has no manipulation capabilities to verify and add new object
features, we used a square bounding box around the objects to extract object features. If
there is no possibility to filter the features from the background (floor), many spurious
features can be added this way. In training the background was plain, so this condition
did not present a problem. But in scenarios with textured floors, a lot of the background
is included in the bounding box. Nevertheless, Table 4.6 shows that categories can be
detected more reliably than individual objects.
The object detection method found all objects in all scenarios, except in the hardest
case with a complex, textured floor, where there were 3 false negatives. In all scenar-
ios, there were some false object candidates present (false positives). In both street
examples, there was a total of 5 false object hypotheses (and 14 correct hypotheses).
The false candidates were the result of the floor extraction module missing some parts
of the floor in the images. Point clouds belonging to the floor were extracted as object
candidates in these cases. In the Testbed scenario, false object hypotheses (7 false pos-
itives and 8 true positives) are the result of floor noise. The floor extraction algorithm
detects the floor in the map and excludes the points belonging to the floor. However,
some noisy features appeared higher above the floor and were not removed by the floor
extraction module or filtered by TCVF. Feature rich repetitive areas, commonly found
on textured floors, are hard to match correctly by stereo matching algorithms. They
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often materialize as incorrect points (noise) in point clouds, which are hard to filter
even with TCFV.
Because our experimental system was equipped with low-cost, unsynchronized
USB cameras with auto-focus, some pairs of images were not useful. Blur can oc-
cur due to motion or focus hunting and stereo triangulation can be corrupted due to
the time difference between the captured stereo image pair. In addition, distortions can
appear due to the vibrations caused by the motors, producing the rolling shutter effect.
There are two possible outcomes. If our blur detection module registers a blurry image,
the image is omitted. The positioning system ensures that the position of the drone is
estimated by the EKF using IMU data. The ICP is then able to align a new point cloud
after a period of blurry images and recover the drone’s true position. Due to drift, the
IMU-based guess isn’t perfect, but without using it, recovery is unlikely.
The other possible outcome is that the drone generates a point cloud from blurry
images. In that case the quality of the point cloud decreases drastically as shown in
Figure 4.14. However the TCVF is able to handle such clouds and doesn’t compro-
mise the map with noisy data. A noisy point would have to appear in the same voxel
throughout the entire history to appear in the map. In our experiments we used empir-
ically obtained parameter for history duration (k = 3) and voxel size (5 mm).
The positioning system of the drone relative to the objects is one of the key issues.
Figure 4.15 shows how the fusion of ICP information and IMU information gives more
robust and accurate results than using only IMU data or ICP results separately. The
RGB dotted lines refer to the estimation of 3D position using only IMU information.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, this tends to drift due to the integration of errors. The
RGB dashed lines are the 3D positions using only ICP. These results are initially good,
however, at about 120-th measurement the algorithm converges to a wrong solution
and does not recover. The RGB solid lines are the 3D positions of the drone obtained
by the fusion algorithm. It returns stable and robust estimates for the position of the
drone. It is difficult to quantitatively evaluate the capability of EKF recovery in case
of blurry images. It depends on the lighting conditions, drone speed, the actual scene
and the state of the map. However, based on our tests, we can empirically conclude
that EKF was able to recover even after one second of successive blurry images (5
stereo image pairs at our frame rate). By analyzing the flight data, we can see that
the positioning system only failed when the drone started to move fast and produced
several seconds of blurry images.
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Figure 4.14: The upper row shows an example of a good input image and the cor-
responding point cloud, generated from a stereo image pair. The lower row shows a
blurry image. The resulting point cloud is very poor. Similar results are obtained when
the two image from a stereo image pair are taken at significantly different times.
The progress of building the local map of the scene is shown in Figure 4.16. The
number of features in the map grows and candidate objects appear, shown by differ-
ently colored points. In order to analyze the quality of object localization, we com-
pared the results to the ground truth acquired using the dataset obtained in the Testbed
scenario. Figure 4.17 shows the resulting position of the candidates in the scene after
approximately 15 seconds of flight. Each colored cluster represents a candidate with
the coordinate system of its pose in the center (computed by the principal component
analysis). The red circles represent the ground truth position of the objects. Three ob-
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of drone positioning using: only IMU data; only ICP results;
fused IMU data and ICP results by Extended Kalman Filter. Using only IMU data,
the position drifts away quickly. Using only ICP results, the position has several bad
discrete jumps and doesn’t correspond well to the actual motion. Using EKF-estimated
data, the position corresponds to actual motion.
Figure 4.16: Local maps generated at different measurement times. The size of the
map is increasing (turquoise points) and new object candidates are discovered (shown
in different colors).
jects were not detected in this dataset. These objects were either small or didn’t have
strong visual features compared to the textured floor.
In order to evaluate the point cloud accuracy returned by our system, we calculated
the error between each candidate and the available ground truth in the object position
and orientation. Figure 4.18 shows how these errors evolve over time for each object.
The position error decreases or remains very stable. When an object is first discovered,
it has fewer features and does not contain features visible from different viewpoints,
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Table 4.7: Position and orientation error of the detected objects.
error mean σ
position [m] 0.0256 0.1356
orientation [rad] 0.3831 0.4320
rendering its pose estimation less accurate. As the object is inspected from different
viewpoints, the accuracy of pose estimation improves accordingly. When a more com-
plete representation of the object becomes available, the accuracy of the position and
orientation estimation becomes very good. Table 4.7 shows the average error and vari-
ance of the object’s position and orientation after observing the scene for 50 seconds.
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Figure 4.17: Reconstruction of the objects in the scene (colored clusters) compared to
the ground truth (red circles). The frame attached to each object represents the PCA
result with the red axis representing the dominant axis.
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Figure 4.18: Error in object position (top) and orientation (bottom) compared to the
ground truth. Each object is represented by a different color. The moment of object
discovery is aligned to zero on the abscissa. If an object disappears from the view, its




In this thesis we presented a new system that integrates foveated vision and robotic
manipulation for novel object learning and recognition. The robot performs coordi-
nated arm and camera movements to facilitate processing of visual information in the
peripheral and foveal view for the generation of object representations and recogni-
tion. We developed a novel method for object detection that generates hypotheses
about object existence and analyzes changes in the scene for coherent feature motion,
which is taken as evidence for object existence. The confirmed object points are used
to generate visual object representations using a bag of features model.
We proposed several approaches for inducing the necessary changes in the scene to
enable the robot to detect and learn new objects. One approach involves autonomous
robotic manipulation, i. e. probing pushing or a combination of pushing and grasp-
rotate-release action cycles. The proposed approaches exploit tactile information to
detect contacts and control the movement. The second approach involves interaction
with a teacher, who is able to identify and control objects accurately and can help the
robot learn very effectively. Both approaches were shown to generate object represen-
tations with good recognition performance. Autonomous object learning requires a lot
more time and manipulation attempts compared to interaction with a teacher. Also,
classifiers obtained by a learning process that involve robot manipulation actions ex-
hibit slightly lower performance than when manipulation actions are generated by a
teacher.
In our experimental evaluation, we compared different methods for verifying ob-
ject hypotheses in the foveal view and showed the advantages of using foveated stereo
vision compared to standard active stereo vision for object learning and recognition.
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We showed that at larger distances, the effect of using a foveal setup is very noticeable
and the robot can still recognize objects at distances where standard approaches per-
form poorly. Our method works under two assumptions: that objects move according
to the rigid body motion model and that they have distinctive visual features.
The proposed approach does not require the detection, tracking and exclusion of
the robot hand and the rest of the robot manipulator as some previous approaches that
exploited in-hand rotation for object learning. Also, grasping and object rotation do
not need to be precise, it is only important that the change in the object’s pose is not too
large for the robot to match visual features across successive views. Our implementa-
tion only involves grasping from above and rotating the object around the vertical axis,
which means the robot cannot learn the bottom side of the object. However, this is
sufficient for many practical applications because the bottom side of the object is less
likely to be seen in typical household and industrial tasks.
Several aspects of our system could be improved in the future. Currently the shape
of the object is not used in the object representation, even though the point cloud of the
object is determined. Also, the contacts with the object during pushing and grasping
could be used to improve the point cloud. Furthermore, there is room for improve-
ment in the duration of the robotic pushing movements when learning object models.
This could substantially reduce the time of learning. Another aspect that could vitally
affect the speed and efficiency of the learning procedure is the enhancement of the
manipulation procedure. The control approaches are somewhat limited by the hard-
ware. Compared to a human hand, the sensory information produced by the gripper
on our robot is very scarce and inaccurate. The tactile sensors in the palm and fingers
require high levels of force to produce usable readings. This leads to slow reaction
times of the robot during downward movement towards the object. Objects tend to
topple, especially top heavy objects with a small support polygon, and this translates
to lower grasping success. The proposed manipulation approaches were designed for
a scenario where the robot has very little information about the object. However, after
the robot obtains more information about the object the manipulation procedure could
reflect that by utilizing a more complex approach. Moreover, the robot could use the
failed grasping attempts in order to learn, adapt and improve the grasping approach.
Currently the system re-starts the object learning procedure from scratch when object
grasping or verification fails, which is suboptimal.
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The foveation camera setup for object learning and recognition raises some ad-
ditional challenges that were not addressed in this thesis. Objects that do not fit in
the foveal view should be handled by the robot. The robot should determine that an
object is stretching over the extent of the foveal view and employ a distinctive learn-
ing approach to generate representations of such objects. This approach might require
information from one view to be utilized to a greater extent in the other. The robot
currently keeps the data generated in peripheral and foveal views separate. The only
piece of information that is used across views, is the object hypothesis’ center point
calculated in the peripheral view, which is used to center the object in the foveal view.
Initially, our approach was developed for a humanoid robot with a fixed base. How-
ever, we also extended our idea of novel object detection to a drone, which raised a
completely different set of challenges. We developed a method for masking the floor
in the images, before visual features are detected for stereo triangulation. This pre-
vents object features from being dropped due to a textured floor, which might have an
abundance of stronger visual features. Since drones are never static, we also proposed
a method for building a local map of the scene, which uses a noise filtering procedure
called temporal convolution voxel filtering. Building the map also requires estimating
the robot’s pose for cloud alignment, which was achieved by fusing inertial data with
ICP using an extended Kalman Filter. These techniques enabled the robot to generate a
3D representation of the scene in which it could detect novel objects, using peripheral
cameras with the same methods as a humanoid robot.
The drones used in our work had no manipulation capability to cause changes in
the scene. However, by inspecting the scene from different viewpoints, the amount of
information in a local map increases, meaning that object hypotheses start including a
lot more object points. Here, the proposed methods work under the assumption that the
objects are static, that the scene is not cluttered, and that floor shape model has been ac-
quired successfully. We evaluated the extracted object hypotheses by using a classifier
trained on manually acquired object representations and tested the recognition perfor-
mance for the obtained object hypotheses. The drone was able to successfully detect
and recognize objects, especially on the category level. As expected, when the drone
could not extract the floor from, the recognition performed quite poorly. The low-cost
cameras on the drone occasionally cause very noisy point clouds, but our method for
creating the local map has proved robust enough to process these data and return ac-
curate results. Fusing inertial data with ICP results proved crucial to facilitate cloud
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alignment and robot positioning, as our tests indicated that using just one of those data
is not feasible.
There are several applications of the proposed method. For example, with the pro-
posed methods the drone could detect the floor of a drop-off/pick-up zone and detect
and classify the objects in the zone. In addition, by mounting a lightweight arm on
the drone, other methods developed in this thesis could be applied to induce changes
in the scene and acquire object representations and perform recognition more reliably.
There are many opportunities for designing a control method for flying the drone over
objects in a way that will optimize building the local object map and the recognition of
the objects. This way we could remove the constraint of a static scene when building
local maps and recognizing objects.
We conclude that the proposed methods in this thesis form a solid foundation for
the robot’s understanding of the objects in its environment. We have shown that the
methods are suitable for a broad range of robotic platforms, i. e. mobile and fixed base
robots. The proposed foveated robotic system offers significant improvements over
current vision systems that either use only use passive cameras or have active cameras
but no manipulation capabilities. The robot is able to autonomously plan movements
and solve ambiguities about the object’s extent and amend the object’s representation
accordingly. The aforementioned behavior shows a level of adaptability, ergo intel-
ligence, for the sake of learning object representations and object recognition. We
believe there is a broad range of applications that could benefit from such capability,
particularly in semi-structured environments commonly found in the industry.
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This section describes some typical state-of-the-art concepts and methods for object
recognition. We apply these approaches in our work and we believe that a short de-
scription is beneficial for the reader. In order for the emphasis to remain on our con-
tribution beyond the state-of-the-art, we decided to include this short overview in the
appendix.
A.1.1 Visual Features
Image matching is a fundamental aspect of object recognition. This problem can be
addressed by extracting salient points in images called visual features. Ideally, visual
features are invariant to geometric deformations, changes in intensity, scale or rotation
of the image or 3D camera viewpoint. For object recognition it is particularly benefi-
cial if visual features are also robust to partial occlusions, clutter and noise. There are
several methods for finding such points: SURF detector [94], SIFT detector [91, 92],
Harris detector [89], MSER detector [93], FAST detector, ORB detector, BRISK de-
tector and many others. There are several characteristics that vary between different
detectors, e. g. computational efficiency, number of features extracted from represen-
tative images, and feature distinctiveness. Often choosing the most suitable feature
detector involves a trade-off between these characteristics depending on the use case.
It is also possible to combine more than one detector, in order to extract more salient
points, since some detectors exhibit better performance on specific types of images.
After extracting salient points, they must be described with a vector to enable fea-
ture matching. Some detectors come combined with recommended descriptors, like
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SIFT, but generally, detectors can be mixed with arbitrary descriptors. There are sev-
eral detectors besides SIFT to choose from: SURF, DAISY, BRIEF and others. Based
on comparisons among descriptors [100, 101, 102, 103], SIFT seems to show the best
performance overall. SIFT descriptor is a 128 dimensional vector that describes the
4x4 region around the salient point with 8-bin histograms of derivative directions. It
allows for significant levels of local shape distortion and illumination changes.
A.1.2 Classification with Bags of Keypoints
Object recognition in natural environments involves more than classification on a
closed object set, where each object is represented by its individual class label. It
needs to handle the intra-class variation of lexical classes, which include many visu-
ally different objects belonging to each lexical class. It therefore needs to exhibit a
large degree of generalization to work with open sets of lexical classes, since new,
never before seen objects are bound to come up in the real world. One of the typical
state-of-the-art approaches is to use a bag of keypoints (BoF) approach [138]. A bag
of keypoints corresponds to a histogram of the number of occurrences of particular
image pattern in a given image. The main advantages of the method are its simplic-
ity, its computational efficiency and its invariance to affine transformations, as well as
occlusion, lighting and the before mentioned intra-class variations. It should be noted
that any geometric information between the features is discarded in this approach to
recognition.
The method requires a generation of a general visual vocabulary by clustering de-
scriptors extracted from training images. The vocabulary represents a set of keypoints,
where each keypoint represents a cluster of similar visual patterns. The goal is to use
a vocabulary that allows good categorization performance on a given training dataset.
The next step is to extract descriptors from the set of labeled training images and as-
sign each descriptor its appropriate keypoint cluster. Out of these keypoints a bag
of keypoints is constructed, which counts the number of descriptors assigned to each
keypoint. The bag of keypoints is a histogram of the vocabulary and represents the
feature vector of each image. These feature vectors are then used to train an arbitrary
multi-class classifier.
The objective is to maximize classification accuracy while minimizing computa-
tional effort. Consequently, the descriptors should be invariant to variations that are
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irrelevant to the classification task, but descriptive enough to carry relevant informa-
tion for classification. The vocabulary should be large enough to distinguish relevant
changes in image parts, but not so large as to distinguish irrelevant variations such as
noise. Experiments have shown that the method is robust to background clutter and
produces good classification accuracy even without exploiting geometric information.
A.1.3 Classification with Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines are learning models used for classification and regression
analysis. The approach constructs a hyperplane, which separates training examples,
each belonging to one of two possible classes, so that the distance between the class
training examples and the hyperplane is as large as possible. A hyperplane is a sub-
space whose dimension is one less than that of its ambient space. For an ambient
space with three dimensions, a hyperplane is a plane, but typically hyperplanes indi-
cate a much higher dimensionality. For an observation with a feature vector f and two
possible labels {1,−1} the decision function is expressed as:
f(f) = sign(wTf + b) (A.1)
where w and b represent the parameters of the hyperplane. Eq. (A.1) describes a linear
SVM, but not all data is linearly separable. It is possible to extend SVM to create a non-
linear classifier by applying a kernel trick [139]. The resulting algorithm is formally
similar, except that every dot product is replaced by a nonlinear kernel function. This
allows the algorithm to fit the maximum-margin hyperplane in a transformed feature
space.
In order to apply the SVM to multi-class problems we take the one-against-all ap-
proach. Given anM -class problem, we trainM SVMs, each distinguishing objects be-
longing to one category from objects from all the other categories. Given a query sam-
ple, we assign it to the class with the largest SVM output. SVM is a non-probabilistic
classifier, which means the output of Eq. (A.1) does not directly correspond to a prob-
ability.
A.2 Stereo Reconstruction Basics
Vision systems consisting of two cameras offer the ability to produce three-
dimensional information. This data can be used, among other things, for object recog-
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nition. A stereo camera system reconstructs each 3D point from its image projections.
First the correct point correspondences must be found in each image. Assuming a pin-
hole camera model, the intersection of the projection rays, represents the reconstructed
point [140]. In order to determine the intersection, the internal camera parameters and
the parameters, defining the placement of the cameras in the world coordinate system
or relative to each other, must be known. Actual camera lenses suffer radial distortion,
which is why the pinhole camera model is extended by an empirical inverse model
that corrects the distorted image coordinates [141]. Intrinsic, extrinsic and distortion
parameters are estimated by camera calibration.
A pinhole camera model maps a 3D world point x = [x, y, z] to its 2D projection
in the image p as seen in Figure A.1. The projection is described by a linear mapping
shown in Eq. (A.4), where λ is an arbitrary scale factor. The parameters up and vp
represent the principal point, αu and αv represent the horizontal and vertical focal
length expressed in pixels, respectively, and γ represents the skewness of the image
axes. These parameters, called intrinsic parameters, are referred in this thesis by
pint = [up, vp, αu, αv, γ]. (A.2)
Rc and tc represent the rotation matrix and translation vector relating the camera and
world reference systems. Since the rotation matrix has 9 elements, but only 3 DOF, we
also use the Rodrigues-vector representation for specifying rotation parameters rc ∈
R3. The rotation and translation of the camera is represented by its extrinsic parameters
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Due to the distortion caused by the camera lens, we apply the empirical inverse
model that corrects the image coordinates [141]. This introduces another set of cali-
bration parameters
pdist = [kr1, kr2, kr3, kt1, kt2] (A.5)
for mapping a world point to the image. This mapping is nonlinear ϕ : x 7→ p̂ and can
be written in a general nonhomogeneous form as
p̂ = ϕ(pint,pext,pdist,x) (A.6)
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Figure A.1: Geometrical model of a stereo system.
The 3D reconstruction procedure computes the intersection between the lines of
sight defined by the image points. Let p̃L and p̃R be the projections of a 3D point
x detected in the left and right image, respectively. These coordinates are distorted,
therefore we first apply the inverse model that corrects the distortion. After that a well
known technique called triangulation can be applied to find the solution by solving the
overdetermined linear system with a least-square technique [140]. We write the entire
mapping in a general form
ψ(x̃,pintL,pextL,pdistL, p̃L,pintR,pextR,pdistR, p̃R) = 0, (A.7)
where x̃ is the solution of the triangulation procedure.
A.3 Rigid Body Motion Filter
Rigid body motion is described by a rotation and a translation. The goal of the rigid
body motion filter is to determine points that exhibit rigid motion between two sets of
matched 3D points. The algorithm uses RANSAC [49] to statistically determine the
optimal rotation and translation that fits the largest number of matched points.
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A minimum set of three matched points is required to compute rigid body motion,
as suggested by Horn [142]. Let X = {x1, . . . ,xM} be the set of 3D points before
rigid motion and X ′ = {x′1, . . . ,x′M} be the set of matched 3D points after, |X| =
|X ′| = M ≥ 3. The proposed rigid body motion filter uses a subset of three points
R ⊆ X, |R| = 3 to calculate a rigid body transformation. Subset R also defines the set
of matched points R′ ⊆ X ′, |R′| = 3. Let x = 1
3
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centroid of each subset. We denote matrix A as the sum of products of corresponding
coordinates before and after the motion:
A =




(x− x)(x′ − x′)T . (A.8)
The coefficients of a 4 × 4 symmetric matrix B are computed by combining the ele-
ments of A as follows:
B =

Sxx + Syy + Szz Syz − Szy Szx − Sxz Sxy − Sxy
Syz − Szy Sxx − Syy − Szz Sxy + Sxy Szx + Sxz
Szx − Sxz Sxy + Sxy Syy − Sxx − Szz Syz + Szy
Sxy − Sxy Szx + Sxz Syz + Szy Szz − Syy + Sxx
 .
(A.9)
The rotation of the rigid body motion corresponding to subsets R and R′ is defined as
the eigenvector of the matrix B associated with the largest eigenvalue λ:
[B− λI] q = 0 . (A.10)
Here, the rotation is expressed by a quaternion q = [qo, qx, qy, qz]T, where qo denotes
the scalar part and [qx, qy, qz]T the vector part of the quaternion. The translation t of
the rigid body motion corresponding to subsets R and R′ is computed as the difference
between the centroid of the points after the motion and the rotated centroid of the points
before the motion:
t = x′ − q ∗ x ∗ q−1. (A.11)
In the above equation, ∗ and −1 denote quaternion multiplication and inverse, respec-
tively, while vectors are treated as quaternions with zero scalar part.
In order to evaluate the rotation and translation calculated from the subsets R and
R′, all of the matched points from sets X and X ′ are checked against this rigid mo-
tion. A predefined tolerance δ is used, to determine if a pair of matched points fits the
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calculated rigid body motion:
‖x′ − q ∗ x ∗ q−1 + t‖ ≤ δ, δ > 0, x ∈ X, x′ ∈ X ′. (A.12)
Two sets of points Y ⊆ X and Y ′ ⊆ X ′ are populated with points that correspond to
the rigid motion. These points are commonly known as inliers. Conversely, points that
do not correspond to this motion are called outliers.
The rigid body motion filter algorithm applies RANSAC for statistically determin-
ing the optimal rigid motion. In every iteration of RANSAC, a new random subset
R is selected. The described model is used to calculate a rigid motion and the set of
inliers Y and Y ′ is determined with a tolerance (A.12). This procedure is repeated for
a predefined number of iterations and the algorithm returns the optimal rotation q and
translation t that correspond to the maximum number of inliers |Y | = |Y ′|.
This combination of RANSAC and Horn’s algorithm for discovering rigid motion
is particularly suited for dealing with false matches between the input sets. In computer
vision, 3D point matches are commonly determined by feature matching methods that
also return false positives. With a sufficient number of iterations, the appropriate rigid




B.1 Extended Summary in Slovene
B.1.1 Uvod
Področje robotike si v zadnjem času prizadeva za uspešen preboj v naravna okolja, kjer
vsega ne moremo predvideti v naprej. Današnji robotski sistemi se večinoma upora-
bljajo v industrijskih, strogo nadzorovanih okoljih, kjer delujejo v okolju prirejenem
robotom. Ključno za veliko učinkovitost dela je zmanjševanje neznank v robotskem
delovnem okolju in študija proizvodnega procesa do potankosti. Roboti so pri izva-
janju določene naloge zelo uspešni in učinkoviti, vendar je vzpostavitev sistema ali
njegova prilagoditev na nov izdelek dolgotrajna in draga. V nenadzorovanem okolju
se ne da predvideti vsake možne situacije, za katero se sprogramira rešitev. Ključna la-
stnost za preživetje robotov v naravnih okoljih je zato zmožnost učenja in prilagajanja.
Ta lastnost predstavlja eno glavnih značilnosti inteligence [1]. Inspiracijo za načine
učenja lahko iščemo pri vseh živih bitjih. Dojenčki, na primer, uporabljajo svoje čute
vida, dotika, sluha, okusa in vonja za zaznavanje sveta. Te informacije uporabijo za
razvoj svojih kognitivnih sposobnosti. Pri tem pa niso samo pasivni opazovalci sveta,
ampak aktivni agenti, ki s svojimi dejanji vplivajo na okolje. To zmožnost ukrepanja
uporabljajo za zagon učnega procesa in hitrejše pridobivanje znanja s povzročanjem
sprememb v okolju. Pomemben člen znanja predstavlja način dojemanja objektov.
Učni proces je dolgotrajen, saj na primer otroci pojem stalnosti objekta v popolnosti
razvijejo šele po dveh letih [4].
Pri ljudeh je dojemanje predmetov zelo pomembno za področje vidnega zaznava-
nja, sklepanja in razvijanja konceptov [5], zato je zelo pomembno kako definiramo
predmet v robotskem sistemu. Predpostavili smo definicijo po Gibsonu [10], ki je pre-
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dlagal opredelitev predmetov na podlagi manipulabilnosti. Tako se predmet definira
kot fizična entiteta, ki je manipulabilna in katere lastnosti se premikajo skladno s pre-
mikom predmeta. Manipulabilnost je relativna lastnost odvisna od robota. V primeru
humanoidnih robotov so to predmeti take teže in velikosti, s katerimi rokujemo tudi
ljudje.
V robotskem sistemu želimo imitirati človeško sposobnost zaznavanja predmetov
v širokem vidnem polju, hkrati pa imeti visoko gostoto točk za natančno analizo po-
gleda. Pri ljudeh se gostota celic, ki zaznavajo svetlobo v očesu, postopoma zmanjšuje
proti perifernemu delu. Največja gostota teh celic se pojavi v rumeni pegi, kjer vidimo
zelo ostro. Polovica informacij, ki prihaja v možgane po očesnih živcih, predstavljajo
podatki z rumene pege, čeprav ta predstavlja le 1% površine mrežnice. Sistem lahko
imitiramo z uporabo dveh kamer v vsakem očesu, ki imata različni goriščni razda-
lji [64, 65, 66, 67]. Širokokotni kameri predstavljata periferni vid, ki pokrije veliko
področje, kjer robot zazna predmete. Robot lahko proti predmetu usmeri ozkokotni
kameri in ga bolj natančno pogleda v fovealnem pogledu. Možna je tudi rešitev z upo-
rabo logaritmično polarnega tipala [68] ali leče, ki svetlobo na sredini razprši na večjo
površino [69], vendar so ta tipala draga, težka za izdelavo in ne omogočajo uporabe
standardnih kamer in leč. Alternativno se lahko uporabi visoko ločljivostna kamera, ki
se ji za procesiranje v perifernem delu zmanjša ločljivost [70, 71], ali pa sliko program-
sko spremenimo v logaritmično polarno [72, 73]. Rešitev z dvema kamerama enake
ločljivosti se zdi najbolj funkcionalna, stroškovno učinkovita rešitev, ki realizira raz-
merje pasovne širine med fovealnim in perifernim pogledom optičnega živca. Vsem
rešitvam je skupno to, da je potrebno predmet spraviti v fovealni del slike, če ga želimo
bolj natančno obdelati. Pri tem se vodi robota in kamere, tako da predmet centriramo
v fovealnem pogledu [74, 75, 76, 77]. Prednosti fovealnega vida se lahko uporabi na
več področjih, eno izmed pomembnejših pa je razpoznava objektov. Robot mora pri
tem zaznati objekt v perifernem pogledu, usmeriti fovealne kamere proti njem in ga s
sledenjem tam obdržati.
Za razpoznavo objektov so trenutno zelo popularne metode s pomočjo globokih
nevronskih mrež [9]. Dobro uspešnost jim omogočajo ogromni nabori podatkov, tj.
označene slike predmetov, in hitro povečanje računske moči. V naravnih, nenehno
spreminjajočih se okoljih pa se roboti vedno srečujejo z novimi, neznanimi objekti.
Inteligenten robot mora biti sposoben obravnavati tudi tak primer. V disertaciji pre-
dlagamo paradigmo, ki uresničuje koncept aktivnega raziskovanja za učenje vizualnih
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predstavitev za prepoznavanje objektov. Paradigma obsega metode, s katerimi se je
robot sposoben avtonomno naučiti predstavitve objekta brez predznanja o predmetu.
Robot pri tem uporablja vizualne in taktilne informacije, postopek učenja pa vsebuje
opazovanje in interakcijo z okolico, zlasti rezultate robotovih premikov predmeta. Ro-
bot samostojno načrtuje gibe, ki povzročijo premik predmeta in s tem rešuje nejasnosti
glede obsega predmeta. Pridobljene informacije uporabi za dopolnitev predstavitev
objekta, ki se uporabijo za razpoznavo objektov. Pri učenju prav tako ne smemo poza-
biti možnosti vključitve učitelja. Ta lahko usmerja in nadzoruje učni proces in njegova
vloga lahko bistveno vpliva na hitrost in uspešnost učenja. Učitelj pri učenju uporabi
svoje predznanje o predmetih in robotu lastnosti objektov predstavi na najbolj smiseln
način. Učitelj mora določiti tudi ustrezne oznake za predstavitve objektov, s čimer
omogoči interakcijo robota z ljudmi. Predlagan sistem ponuja bistvene izboljšave v
primerjavi s sistemi, ki uporabljajo samo pasivne kamere, ali s sistemi, ki uporabljajo
aktivne kamere brez integracije z robotsko manipulacijo.
B.1.2 Metodologija
To poglavje vsebuje kratke opise predstavljenih izvirnih prispevkov v disertaciji. Za-
znavanje 3D strukture je ena ključnih zmožnosti za detekcijo in učenje novih objektov.
Razdelek B.1.2.1 opisuje, kako robot rekonstruira 3D točke z uporabo aktivnega sis-
tema stereo kamer. Rekonstruirane 3D točke so zbrane v elementu imenovanem oblak
točk. Detekcija predmetov se izvaja na oblaku točk, ki je lahko rezultat rekonstrukcije
iz enega para slik ali več zaporednih parov slik. Uporaba več parov slik je posebej
koristna za mobilne robote, ki se premikajo in zajemajo sceno iz novih pogledov. V
razdelku B.1.2.2 predstavimo metodo za združevanje točk rekonstruiranih iz več parov
slik v obliko načrta območja. Metoda preprečuje nabiranje šuma v načrtu in omogoča
ocenjevanje položaja robota glede na načrt. V razdelku B.1.2.3 predstavimo metodo za
detekcijo novih objektov z uporabo fovelanega vida. Robot potrebuje dodatne infor-
macije v obliki premikanja oziroma sprememb v sceni. Predpostavljamo, da se objekt
premika kot togo telo, zato robot išče spremembe, ki ustrezajo premiku togega telesa,
za verifikacijo obstoja objekta. Spremembe v sceni lahko izvede robot sam ali pa uči-
telj. Robot z interakcijo potrdi 3D točke, ki pripadajo objektom. Te točke se uporabi za
ustvarjanje predstavitev objektov iz posameznih pogledov objekta. Razdelek B.1.2.4
predstavi kako robot ustvari predstavitve objektov in opisuje postopek za razpoznavo
objektov z interakcijo.
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B.1.2.1 3D rekonstrukcija z aktivnimi kamerami
Relativna konfiguracija stereo kamer se spreminja, če ima vsaka kamera svoje aktivne
prostostne stopnje. Aktivne kamere omogočajo pokrivanje večjega območja in se upo-
rabljajo za izvedbo fovealnega vida. Za izvedbo rekonstrukcije 3D točk, je potrebno
upoštevati kinematično strukturo aktivnih kamer. Internega koordinatnega sistema ka-
mere se ne da poravnati z vrhom kinematične verige, zato predstavljamo kalibracijski
postopek za določanje transformacije med koordinatnim sistemom vrha in internim
sistemom kamere.
Za stereo rekonstrukcijo 3D točk moramo najprej določiti intrinzične ter distorzij-
ske parametre kamer. Kamere postavimo v znan položaj in uporabimo tipičen postopek
za kalibracijo statičnih stereo kamer [87]. Ta postopek vrne tudi relativni ekstrinzični
položaj kamer, ki ga kasneje uporabimo pri rekonstrukciji z aktivnimi kamerami.
Za določanje neznane transformacije Tfix med vrhom kinematične verige in inter-
nim sistemom kamere uporabimo sledeč postopek:
• Kalibracijska plošča se postavi v fiksen položaj.
• Leva in desna kamera se postavita v N različnih položajev, kjer je kalibracijska
plošča še vedno vidna.




• Z enačbo (3.2) se izračunata neznani transformaciji TLfix in TRfix.
Grafični prikaz transformacij med vrhom kinematične verige in položajem kalibracij-
ske plošče v 0-tem in j-tem položaju kamere v kalibracijskem postopku je na Sliki B.1.
Za 3D rekonstrukcijo z aktivnimi kamerami potrebujemo določiti relativni položaj
med levo in desno kamero TRL(θ) ko se premikata. Ta je odvisen od kinematične ve-
rige in vrednosti kotov v sklepih θ (Slika B.2). Z opisanim kalibracijskim postopkom
imamo vse potrebne podatke za izračun 3D točke v koordinatnem sistemu leve kamere
z enačbo (3.7). Na aktivnem sistemu je koristno imeti rezultat v fiksnem koordina-
tnem sistemu, zato z enačbo (3.10) točko določimo v osnovnem koordinatnem sistemu
robota.
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Slika B.1: Grafični prikaz transformacij med vrhom kinematične verige in položajem
kalibracijske plošče v j − 1-tem in j-tem položaju kamere v kalibracijskem postopku.
B.1.2.2 Načrt območja
Oblak točk predstavlja stanje opazovane scene v enem trenutku. Moderni 3D senzorji
zajemajo oblake točk s frekvenco več kot trideset krat na sekundo. Več oblakov se
lahko združi v 3D načrt območja, ki vsebuje več informacij kot vsak posamezen oblak.
Z uporabo načrta tako robot bolje detektira nove objekte. Za izgradnjo načrta upora-
bimo operacijo unije na oblakih točk definiranih v istem koordinatnem sistemu. Vsak
oblak najprej pretvorimo v diskreten prostor sestavljen iz mreže kock, kjer ima vsaka
kocka, oziroma voksel, lahko samo dve stanji; zaseden ali prazen. Z uporabo enačbe
(3.14) tako združimo oblake točk, ki so zajeti sekvenčno ali ob določenih točkah v času
ali prostoru. Edina omejitev za tak način izgradnje načrta je, da mora med zajemanjem
scena ostati statična.
Slaba lastnost takega pristopa izgradnje načrta je, da se v načrtu akumulira šum.
Šum je lahko posledica nenatančne detekcije značilnic, nenatančne kalibracije, zame-
gljene slike in, v primeru uporabe cenovno dostopne strojne opreme, nezmožnost sin-
hronizacije stereo slik ter popačenja zaradi zajemanja slike po vrsticah na senzorju. Za
rešitev nabiranja šuma predstavljamo metodo, ki se uporabi v fazi med zajemom obla-
kov točk in izgradnjo načrta. Predlagana metoda uporabi sekvenco N oblakov točk,











































Slika B.2: Relativni položaj kamer TRL(θ) je odvisen od vrednosti kotov v sklepih θ.
Za 3D rekonstrukcijo z aktivnimi kamerami je potrebno to vrednosti izračunati za vsak
položaj kamer.
1. Obdelava v prostorski domeni: S pristopom opisanim v [125] iz vsakega oblaka
točk odstranimo točke, ki so zelo oddaljene od ostalih bližnjih točk. Preostanek
točk pretvorimo v diskreten prostor vokslov, oziroma oblak vokslov.
2. Obdelava v časovni domeni: Oblak vokslov se doda v skupino N − 1 oblakov
iz prejšnjih iteracij. Za vsak voksel se izračuna verjetnost zasedenosti glede na
zasedenost vokslov v trenutni skupini. Metoda iterativno vrača oblake vokslov,
v katerih so voksli zasedeni, če je verjetnost zasedenosti večja od določenega
praga.
V naših eksperimentih uporabimo prag verjetnosti zasedenosti 100%, kar računsko po-
enostavi izračun na binarno operacijo zasedenosti. Slika B.3 prikazuje primer metode
v dveh prostorskih dimenzijah s skupino velikosti N = 3. Velikost skupine predstavlja
zamik, s katerim s katerim se zaseden voksel pojavi na izhodu.
Za poravnavo oblakov točk uporabimo algoritem ICP, ki minimizira razdalje parov
najbližjih točk. Vendar, ICP algoritem težko vrne pravo rešitev, če je transformacija
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Slika B.3: 2D primer metode preprečevanja šuma (TCVF) s skupino velikosti N = 3.
Metoda vrne oblak vokslov, kjer so voksli zasedeni samo, če so zasedeni v celotni
skupini oblakov.
med oblakoma prevelika. V takem primeru je potreben dober začetni približek trans-
formacije med oblakoma. Predstavljamo metodo, ki združi podatke z inercialne me-
rilne enote in ICP rezultata za ocenjevanje položaja robota glede na načrt. Za ICP se
nato uporabi predviden položaj robota v danem koraku, glede oceno iz prejšnjega ko-
raka. Za združevanje podatkov uporabimo razširjen Kalmanov filter, kjer ocenjujemo
pozicijo robota z merjenjem pospeškov in upoštevanjem ICP rezultata. Za orientacijo
se lahko direktno uporabi vrednost z magnetometra saj ta ne leze. Naša metoda se
zanaša na raznolikost opazovane scene, ki vsebuje dovolj informacij za zanesljiv ICP
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rezultat. To je tipična omejitev vseh sistemov, ki uporabljajo strukturo scene za oce-
njevanje lastnega položaja senzorja. Ta metoda ima zmožnost ocenjevanja položaja v
primeru nekaj iteracij zamegljenih slik. V tem primeru se robot zanaša le na podatke z
inercialne enote.
B.1.2.3 Detekcija novih objektov
Detekcija novih objektov se začne s procesiranjem oblaka točk iz perifernega pogleda,
saj periferni vid pokrije precej večji del scene v primerjavi s fovealnim. Tipični objekti
v domačih okoljih so dovolj veliki, da se jih detektira v perifernem vidu. V oblaku točk
se išče geometrične oblike in velike gruče točk kot začetne hipoteze za obstoj objektov.
Veliko objektov v domačih okoljih vsaj delno vsebujejo standardne geometrične oblike
kot so ravnine, cilindri in krogle. V oblaku se poišče tudi gruče točk in v primeru, da
se pojavi gruča točk z velikim številom točk, se tudi ta upošteva kot hipoteza. Tako
lahko robot ustvari hipotezo tudi, če noben del objekta ne ustreza geometrični obliki.
Hipoteza o obstoju objekta vsebuje 3D točke in vizualne značilnice, ki pripadajo tem
točkam. Primer začetnih hipotez v perifernem vidu je na Sliki B.4, levo.
V primeru, da robot uporablja fovealni vid, se hipoteza določena v perifernem vidu
pogleda bolj natančno s fovealnimi kamerami. Robot premakne kamere proti centro-
idu hipoteze določenem glede na točke, ki pripadajo periferni hipotezi. V fovealnem
pogledu se ustvari nov oblak točk, ki se obravnava povsem ločeno od perifernega. Fo-
vealni pogled pokriva veliko ožji del scene, zato objekt pokriva zajeten delež slike.
V fovealnem pogledu ne iščemo namigov o obstoju objekta, ampak začetni hipotezi
pripišemo celoten oblak točk. Hipoteza vsebuje točke iz ozadja, vendar bodo te točke
odstranjene v koraku verifikacije obstoja objekta. Primer začetne hipoteze v fovealnem
vidu je na Sliki B.4, desno.
Geometrična oblika ali bližina značilnic ni zadosten pogoj za potrditev obstoja
objekta, zato robot potrebuje dodatne informacije za verifikacijo obstoja objekta. V tej
disertaciji se nanašamo na načine, kjer dodatne informacije v obliki gibanja objekta
robot pridobi avtonomno ali s pomočjo učitelja. Naša predpostavka je, da se objekt
premika kot togo telo, zato robot v slikah išče spremembe, ki ustrezajo premiku togega
telesa.
V primeru interakcije z učiteljem je prednost to, da učitelj že ima zmožnost raz-
poznave in manipulacije posameznih objektov. S poznavanjem učnega procesa robota,
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Slika B.4: Začetne hipoteze tipične scene v domačem okolju. V perifernem vidu je
vsaka hipoteza označena s točkami iste barve. Ko robot obrne fovealni kameri proti
hipotezi št. 2, robot ustvari začetno hipotezo v fovealnem pogledu, kjer celoten oblak
točk pripada hipotezi.
lahko učitelj predmet premakne tako, da robotu omogoči verifikacijo obstoja objekta.
To pomeni da objekta ne rotira preveč in poskrbi, da sprememba pogleda objekta ni
prevelika. Za dobro ujemanje SIFT značilnic sprememba kota pogleda objekta ne sme
biti večja od 30◦. Pri premiku prav tako poskrbi, da pogled ni oviran in da ostalih
objektov ne premika. Robot čaka na učiteljev signal, da je premik končan in nato
sproži postopek verifikacije obstoja objekta. V postopku učenja učitelj poskrbi, da
robotu objekt pokaže iz vseh relevantnih pogledov.
Druga opcija je, da robot sam povzroči premik objekta z uporabo svojih manipu-
lacijskih zmožnosti. Ker v fazi začetnih hipotez nima veliko informacij o objektu, je
za manipulacijo primeren enostaven gib, kot je potisk. Kakršnokoli gibanje objekta
pomaga robotu, da ga segmentira. Robot uporabi centroid začetne hipoteze za načrto-
vanje potiska. Na podlagi centroida robot izračuna začetno in končno točko ravnega
potiska. Pri tem predpostavi, da objekt stoji na ravni površini, kar je razumna predpo-
stavka za domača in industrijska okolja. Vsak potisk sestoji iz štirih gibov:
• Varen premik roke iz začetne lege nad začetno točko premika. Tu je predpo-
stavka, da v tem premiku ne bo prišlo do trka, saj je prostor prazen.
• Premik roke navzdol proti začetni točki potiska. Pri tem gibu robot uporabi
senzor sile in navora v roki za detekcijo trkov. Naša predpostavka je, da robot
začenja potisk dovolj stran od objekta, da z njim ne bo trčil. V primeru trka zato
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robot predpostavi, da je trčil v drug objekt in gib ustavi. Roko dvigne nazaj in jo
poskusi spustiti bližje centroidu objekta.
• Ko robot doseže začetno točko ali pride dovolj blizu centroida, izvede potisk
skozi centroid začetne hipoteze proti sredinski točki na mizi. Za računanje po-
tiska se uporabi linearen sistem tretjega reda, ki omogoča gladko vodenje proti
končni točki, ne glede na začetno točko ali perturbacije.
• Umik nazaj v začetno lego, skozi točko nad končno točko potiska.
Tak način premikanja omogoči spremembo položaja objekta tudi v težkih situacijah. Z
umikom roke v začetno lego robot poskrbi, da si ne ovira pogleda na objekte. Primer
avtonomnega potiska je na Sliki B.5.
Slika B.5: Dodatne informacije za verifikacijo hipoteze o obstoju objekta lahko pridobi
robot sam s potiskom objekta.
Po manipulaciji objekta se hipoteza o obstoju objektov naprej verificira v perifer-
nem vidu. Vizualnim značilnicam začetne hipoteze se najde ujemanja v novem oblaku
točk z enačbo (3.13). Potrebno je določiti točke, ki pripadajo objektu, in izločiti vsa
napačna ujemanja in točke, ki ne pripadajo objektu. Za ta namen smo razvili me-
todo imenovano filter togega premika, oziroma RBMF. Ta metoda med pari ujemanj
vizualnih značilnic poišče togi premik, kateremu ustreza največje število značilnic.
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Podrobnosti metode so opisane v Dodatku A.3. Na splošno lahko preslikavo, ki določi
togi premik zapišemo kot:
RBMF : {H Ik−1,n, PCBk } 7→ {q, t, Ỹ , Y }. (B.1)
Tu H Ik−1,n prestavlja množico točk začetne hipoteze n po manipulaciji k − 1. PCBk
predstavlja oblak točk v bazi robota po manipulaciji k. Y predstavlja podmnožico
točk iz PCBk , ki se ujemajo z značilnicami iz H
I
k−1,n in ustreza togemu premiku q, t.
Podobno Ỹ predstavlja podmnožico iz H Ik−1,n, ki ustreza istim ujemanjem in togemu
premiku. Če je število točk, ki ustrezajo togemu premiku |Y | = |Ỹ | zadostno, potem je
verifikacijski korak uspešen. To pomeni, da je robot pridobil dokaz o obstoju pravega
objekta.
Obstaja možnost, da se pri premiku objekta hkrati premakne več objektov, ki so
en zraven drugega. Značilnice na več objektih bi se tako premaknile z istim togim
premikom. Za ta namen se točke, ki pripadajo objektu, potrdi šele po dveh premi-
kih objekta. Po prvem potisku se ustvari množica potencialnih točk objekta HPk,n, po
drugem potisku pa množica potrjenih točk HBk,n.
Povzetek celotnega postopka verifikacije v perifernem vidu je sledeč:




0,n = {}, k = 1.
2. Premakni objekt na enega izmed predstavljenih načinov, tj robotski potisk ali
interakcija z učiteljem.
3. Najdi ujemanja značilnic med {H Ik−1,n, HPk−1,n, HBk−1,n} in PCBk .
4. Uporabi RBMF za določanje točk, ki se premikajo kot togo telo, RBMF :
{H Ik−1,n ∪ HBk−1,n ∪ HPk−1,n, PCBk } 7→ {qn, tn, Ỹn, Yn}. Ker vsaka točka pri-




k−1,n, lahko Ỹn in Yn razdelimo na











5. Če |Yn| = |Ỹn| > Fδ:
H Ik,n = H
I
k−1,n − Ỹ In , (B.2)
HBk,n = Y
B
n ∪ Y Pn . (B.3)
6. Če |Yn| = |Ỹn| > Fδ, najdi ujemanja značilnic med PCBk−1 − Ỹn in PCBk ter
določi tista ujemanja, ki ustrezajo togemu premiku {qn, tn}. Ujemanja iz PCBk
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definirajo množico Zn in HPk,n se posodobi:
HPk,n = Zn ∪ Y In . (B.4)
HPk,n so potencialne točke objekta, ki se potrdijo v naslednjih korakih.
7. Če |Yn| = |Ỹn| > Fδ in k > 1, se novo potrjene točke doda v prejšnji pogled
HBk−1,n = H
B
k−1,n ∪ Ỹ Pn . (B.5)
8. k = k + 1 in pojdi nazaj na točko 2.
Za verifikacijo objekta v fovealnem pogledu se lahko uporabi enaka metoda, ki
določi, če dovolj točk ustreza togemu premiku. Naj bo H fov,I0,n izbrana hipoteza iz fo-
vealnega pogleda. Oblak točk v fovealnem pogledu po k-ti manipulaciji je PC fov,Bk .
Postopek verifikacije v fovealnem vidu se od tistega v perifernem razlikuje le v:
• Točka 6 H fov,Pk,n = PC
fov,B
k − Yn.
V fovealnem pogledu namreč potencialne točke predstavlja celoten oblak točk po ma-
nipulaciji zmanjšan za točke, ki so že pripadale togemu premiku,
Za fovealni pogled smo predstavili tudi alternativen pristop za verifikacijo obstoja
objekta, ki zmanjša računsko zahtevnost metode v primerjavi z RBMF. Z metodo ime-
novano statični filter, oziroma SFF, se določi točke, ki kažejo kakršnokoli gibanje. V
tem primeru se kot dokaz za obstoj objekta upoštevajo točke, ki niso statične. Glede na
to, da objekt v fovealnem pogledu zajema velik del slike, bo večina potrjenih značilnic
na objektu. V primeru, ko objekt premika učitelj, se v ozadju ne bo zgodila nobena
sprememba, tako da vse spremembe pozicije značilnic pripadajo objektu. V primeru,
da se je predmet pri potisku premaknil izven trenutnega fovealnega pogleda, bo po
premiku kamer ozadje na sliki v fovealnem pogledu drugačno. Vsa ujemanja značil-
nic zato pripadajo objektu. To drži le v teoriji, saj nekatere točke, ki kažejo gibanje,
pripadajo objektu, druge pa lahko predstavljajo napačna ujemanja oziroma spremembe
v ozadju. Špekuliramo, da bo učinek večjega števila potrjenih točk prevladal nad ne-
gativnim učinkom vključevanja napačnih značilnic v predstavitev objekta. Določimo
preslikavo statičnega filtra z






k } 7→ {Ỹn, Yn}. (B.6)
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Yn je podmnožica točk iz PC
fov,B
k , ki se ujemajo s točkami vhodne množice in ka-
žejo gibanje. Podobno Ỹn predstavlja podmnožico vhodne množice, ki ustreza istim
ujemanjem in premiku.
Povzetek postopka verifikacije v fovealnem pogledu s SFF je zopet skoraj isti kot
za periferni pogled. Razlikuje se v:
• V 4. točki se uporabi preslikava SFF namesto RBMF .
• V 6. točki H fov,Pk,n = PC
fov,B
k − Yn.
Predstavljeni postopki verifikacije v fovealnem pogledu delujejo v povezavi z ve-
rifikacijo v perifernem pogledu. Robot mora najprej detektirati objekt v perifernem
pogledu, da lahko usmeri fovealne kamere proti njem in ga verificira še v fovealnem
pogledu. S premiki objekta ga robot vidi iz različnih pogledov in verificira množice
točk, ki pripadajo različnim pogledom. Na Sliki B.6 je prikazan primer verifikacije
objekta v fovealnem pogledu z RBMF in SFF.
Za uspešno razpoznavo objektov se mora robot naučiti predstavitev objektov iz raz-
ličnih pogledov. V primeru interakcije z učiteljem, ki mu sistematično pokaže objekt,
je to enostavno. Ko se robot uči avtonomno, lahko z dovolj velikim številom potiskov
zagotovi, da se sčasoma nauči objekt iz vseh pogledov. Vendar, po nekaj potiskih ima
robot o objektu že precej informacij in ga lahko poskusi prijeti. Ko ima robot nad
predmetom več nadzora, ga lahko sistematično obdela. Predstavljamo metodo, s ka-
tero robot objekt prime, ga zarotira in spusti. Pri manipulaciji objekta uporabi taktilne
informacije v dlani in prstih. Naša metoda je primerna za prijemala z dvema prstoma.
Robot s postopkom analize glavnih komponent oceni najdaljšo stranico objekta in ga
poskuša prijeti vzdolž te stranice. Robot se objektu približa od zgoraj z orientacijo pri-
jemala prilagojeno glede na projecirano dominantno os objekta. Robot roko premika
navzdol, dokler v dlani ali prstih ne začuti predmeta s pomočjo taktilnih senzorjev. Ko
zaznana sila preseže prag robot ustavi gib navzdol in začne zapirati prste. Robot uspe-
šnost prijema oceni glede na položaj prstov. Če prsti pridejo do končnega položaja, je
prijem neuspešen. V primeru uspešnega prijema robot objekt zavrti za 30◦ in odpre
prste. Roko premakne navzgor nad objekt in prične s postopkom verifikacije obstoja
objekta. Postopki verifikacije so identični kot pri ostalih tipih interakcije. Primer po-
stopka je viden na Sliki B.7. Robot po vsaki manipulaciji na novo izračuna dominantno
os. Z vsako iteracijo robot o predmetu ve več informacij, zato se uspešnost prijemanja
izboljšuje. Robot nadaljuje z vrtenjem objekta, dokler rotacija okoli z osi od začetka
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Slika B.6: Primer verifikacije objekta v fovelanem pogledu. V prvem stolpcu sta za-
četni hipotezi. V prvi vrsti začetno hipotezo verificiramo z RBMF, v drugi pa s SFF.
RBMF izloči vse značilnice iz ozadja in potrdi 192 pravih značilnic na objektu. SFF
napačno potrdi 26 značilnic iz ozadja (označenih z zelenimi krogi) in potrdi 278 pra-
vilnih značilnic.
interakcije ne preseže 330◦. Po tem izvede robot še eno dodatno rotacijo zato, da novo
potrjene točke doda tudi v prejšnji pogled.
B.1.2.4 Predstavitev in razpoznava objektov
Namen detekcije novih objektov je izgradnja njihovih predstavitev za namen razpo-
znave. Robot določi 3D točke objekta s primerjavo vizualnih značilnic, ki pripadajo
3D točkam. Kot je opisano v Razdelku A.1.2, so vizualne značilnice tipično upora-
bljene tudi za razpoznavo objektov. Za izgradnjo predstavitev objektov uporabimo
BoF model, ki se je izkazal za uspešnega in robustnega, tudi v primeru delno vidnih
objektov. Za BoF model se najprej ustvari besednjak z gručenjem učnih SIFT zna-
čilnic. Kot je opisano v Razdelku B.1.2.3, se za vsak pogled objekta ustvari množica
potrjenih vizualnih značilnic HBk,n in H
fov,B
k za periferni in fovealni pogled v k-tem
koraku verifikacije. Za vsako značilnico se poišče najboljši približek iz besednjaka.
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Slika B.7: Robot poravna prijemalo z dominantno osjo objekta in premakne roko nav-
zdol, dokler ne začuti kontakta. Ob kontaktu robot zapre prste, objekt zarotira za 30◦,
odpre prste in odmakne roko nazaj nad objekt in izven fovealnega pogleda.
Predstavitev objekta opisuje histogram f iste velikosti kot besednjak. Vsak stolpec
histograma predstavlja število ponovitev pripadajoče besede iz besednjaka v množici
potrjenih vizualnih značilnic objekta. Preslikavo lahko opišemo z:
BOF : HBk,n 7→ f . (B.7)
Za hipotezoHBk,n v perifernem vidu, potrjeno v k korakih, se ustvari množica vektorjev
F = f0,f1, . . .fk−1, ki vsebuje predstavitve objekta v k − 1 pogledih. Ker se podatki
iz fovealnega pogleda vzdržujejo ločeno, se podobno ustvari tudi množica Ffov. Vsa-
kemu izmed vektorjev f se priredi oznaka, nato pa se s podatki nauči SVM klasifikator
en-proti-vsem, za vsako oznako posebej. Več podatkov o tem postopku se nahaja v
Razdelku A.1.3.
Robot pri razpoznavi objektov uporabi identičen postopek interaktivne detekcije
objektov kot pri učenju. Pri razpoznavi se lahko uporabi katerikoli način interakcije,
tj. avtonomno potiskanje, kombinacija avtonomnega potiskanja in prijemanja, ter in-
terakcija z učiteljem. Pri verifikaciji točk, ki pripadajo objektu v fovealnem vidu, se
lahko uporabi tako RBMF kot SFF. Klasifikacija se začne v fazi hipotez o obstoju
objekta. Hipoteze vsebujejo podmnožico točk, ki so kasneje potrjene, zato je moč raz-
poznavati objekte že v tej fazi. Pri tem se zgradi vektor značilnic iz množic začetnih
točk H I0 ali H
fov,I
0 in uporabi naučen klasifikator z enačbo (A.1).
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Za razliko od standardne razpoznave objektov, kjer se uporabi le ena slika, se pri
predlaganem načinu z vsakim korakom interakcije uporabi več slik. V vsakem koraku
verifikacije se potrdijo dodatne vizualne značilnice, kar izboljša uspešnost razpoznave.
Po prvem koraku manipulacije objekt še nima potrjenih vizualnih značilnic, se pa po
uspešni verifikaciji ustvarita množici potencialnih točk HP1 in H
fov,P
1 , ki se uporabita
za klasifikacijo. Za korake k ≥ 2, kjer že obstajajo potrjene vizualne značilnice pa
se uporablja množici HBk in H
fov,B
k . Klasifikacija se izračuna neodvisno za vsak ko-
rak manipulacije. Če postopek verifikacije objekta pri razpoznavi ne uspe, je treba
postopek ponovno začeti z iskanjem začetnih hipotez.
B.1.3 Zaključek
V disertaciji smo predstavili nov robotski sistem, ki združuje fovealni vid in robotsko
manipulacijo za namen učenja in razpoznave objektov. Robot usklajeno izvaja robot-
ske gibe in premike kamer, kar omogoča obdelavo vizualnih podatkov v perifernem
in fovealnem pogledu za ustvarjanje predstavitev objektov. S predstavljeno metodo za
detekcijo objektov, robot postavi hipoteze o obstoju objektov, nato pa v slikah določi
spremembe v sceni. Spremembe, ki ustrezajo premiku togega telesa, se upoštevajo kot
indikator o obstoju objekta. Robot ustvari predstavitev objekta na podlagi vizualnih
značilnic potrjene hipoteze o obstoju objekta.
Robot spremembe v okolju povzroči avtonomno s potiskanjem ali kombinacijo po-
tiskanja in prijemanja objektov. Pri vodenju robotskih gibov robot zaznava kontakt z
objektom s pomočjo povratne informacije taktilnih senzorjev. Spremembe v okolju
lahko povzroči tudi učitelj, ki sodeluje v procesu učenja ali razpoznave objektov. Uči-
telj ima zmožnost natančne manipulacije objektov, zato se robot v sodelovanju z njim
uči zelo hitro in učinkovito. S poskusi smo ovrednotili naštete načine manipulacije
objektov in pokazali, da so pri učenju vsi uspešno ustvarili predstavitve objektov, ki
omogočajo dobro razpoznavo. Učenje z robotsko manipulacijo potrebuje znatno več
časa in poskusov kot učenje z učiteljem. Pri razpoznavi objektov so se klasifikatorji
pridobljeni z robotsko manipulacijo odrezali malenkost slabše kot klasifikator prido-
bljen med interakcijo z učiteljem. Primerjali smo tudi različne metode za potrjevanje
hipotez o obstoju objekta. Pokazali smo, da je učenje in razpoznava objektov veliko
bolj uspešna z uporabo fovealnega vida kot z sistemi, ki uporabljajo le en par kamer.
To se še posebej pozna, ko se oddaljenost objekta od robota poveča.
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Predstavljen sistem predpostavlja, da imajo objekti vizualne značilnice in se premi-
kajo kot togo telo. Iz slik ni potrebno izločati robotske roke in prijemala kot v metodah,
ki se učijo z objektom v prijemalu. Manipulacija objektov ne potrebuje biti natančna,
saj naša metoda omogoča potrditev obstoja objekta brez predhodnega podatka o spre-
membi položaja objekta. Edina zahteva je, da je sprememba pogleda objekta dovolj
majhna, da lahko robot poišče ujemajoče vizualne značilnice.
Razvite metode za učenje objektov so bile prvotno razvite za humanoidne robote s
fiksno bazo, vendar se lahko uporabijo tudi na drugih robotskih platformah. Za prikaz
te funkcionalnosti smo pristope za detekcijo objektov izvedli na brezpilotnem letal-
niku (BPL). To je za seboj prineslo dodatne izzive, za katere smo predstavili rešitve.
Za primer, ko so objekti postavljeni na tla z velikim številom močnih vizualnih značil-
nic, smo razvili metodo, za maskiranje tal na slikah. Tako poskrbimo, da se vizualne
značilnice objektov ne spustijo v postopku triangulacije točk za detekcijo predmetov.
Prav tako smo razvili metodo za izgradnjo 3D načrta delovnega območja, saj BPL ves
čas pridobiva nove poglede okolja. Ta metoda zahteva dodaten postopek odstranjeva-
nja šuma imenovan TCVF ter oceno pozicije BPL glede na načrt. Oceno pozicije smo
pridobili z združevanjem podatkov iz inercialne merilne enote in rezultatov poravnave
oblakov točk z uporabo razširjenega Kalmanovega filtra. S pomočjo predstavljenih re-
šitev je BPL z uporabo perifernih kamer ustvaril 3D načrt in na podlagi načrta postavil
hipoteze o obstoju objektov kot v prej opisanih postopkih.
BPL nima možnosti manipulacije objektov, vendar načrt območja vsebuje večje
število točk iz različnih pogledov, zato imajo hipoteze več točk, ki pripadajo objektu.
Predstavljena metoda predpostavlja da je delovno območje statično, da objekti niso v
gruči, in da je model tal v delovnem območju znan. Z eksperimentalnim vrednotenjem
smo pokazali, da je BPL uspešen pri razpoznavi objektov na nivoju kategorij. Poka-
zali smo tudi primer, ko se tla iz slik ne maskirajo in uspešnost razpoznave močno
pade. Predlagan način izgradnje načrta se je dobro izkazal tudi v primeru, ko so nizko-
cenovne kamere producirale nenatančne oblake točk. Metoda ocenjevanja položaja
robota glede na načrt je pri tem odigrala ključno vlogo, saj smo pokazali, da uporaba
podatkov iz posameznega vira ne zadostuje za uspešno izgradnjo načrta.
Ugotavljamo, da predlagane metode predstavljajo dobro osnovo za robotovo razu-
mevanje objektov v okolju. Metode so primerne za fiksne in mobilne robote, uporaba
fovealnega vida pa omogoča očitno prednost v primerjavi s trenutnimi sistemi, ki upo-
rabljajo le en par kamer in nimajo manipulacijskih sposobnosti. Robot je sposoben
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avtonomno reševati nejasnosti glede obsega objekta in ustrezno prilagoditi predstavi-
tev objekta, kar kaže na neko stopnjo prilagodljivosti, oziroma inteligence. Menimo,
da za razvite rešitve obstaja nabor aplikacij, ki bi lahko imele koristi od takšnih zmo-
gljivosti, zlasti v delno strukturiranih okoljih, ki se pogosto pojavljajo v industriji.
B.1.3.1 Izvirni prispevki k znanosti
• Metoda preverjanja hipotez o obstoju objektov in avtonomno učenje predstavitve
predmeta z več pogledov s pomočjo potiskanja predmeta. Robot spremembe v
sceni analizira glede na koherentne premike vizualnih značilnic, ki potrjujejo
obstoj predmeta.
• Integracija fovealnega vida in robotskih manipulacij pri učenju objektnih pred-
stavitev in razpoznavanju. Sinhronizirano je bilo gibanje roke in glave humano-
idnega robota ter procesiranje vizualnih informacij.
• Metoda za segmentacijo predmeta z zaznavanjem kontaktov pri potiskanju je
uporabljena za oceno oblike predmeta. Zaznani kontakti so uporabljeni tudi pri
učenju predstavitev predmetov.
Ključne besede: interaktivno učenje, aktivna segmentacija, humanoidni vid, aktivni
vid, avtonomno učenje objektov, prepoznavanje objektov.
